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MEMORANDUM FOR: David Meyer, Chief, Regulatory Publications Branch, Division
of Freedom of Information and Publications Services,
Office of Administration

FROM: Sher Bahadur, Chief, Regulation Development Branch,
Division of Regulatory Applications, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research

SUBJECT: IMPLEMENTATION OF COMMISSION ACTION: PROPOSED NEW RULE
10 CFR 73.46

By memorandum dated November 4, 1991, the Secretary of the Commission
indicated that the Commission (with all Commissioners agreeing) has approved
the proposed rule on Physical Fitness Programs and Day Firing Qualifications
for Security Personnel at Category I Licensee Fuel Cycle Facilities. All
changes requested by the Commission have been incorporated with the exception
of the Backfit Analysis Statement (Enclosure 2). The revised statement was
developed with the assistance and approval of Commissioner Curtiss' assistant
who had originally commented on the statement.

Please implement the Commission's action by arranging for publication of the
proposed rule (Enclosure 1) in the Federal Reaister allowing 90 days for
public comment. After the "DATE" line in the preamble, the public comment
period expiration date must be inserted before publication.

Also enclosed is a Congressional letter package (Enclosure 3) for transmittal
to Congressional Affairs and two copies of the public announcement (Enclosure
6) for transmittal to Public Affairs.
In addition, enclosed are copies of the draft environmental assessment
(Enclosure 4) and the draft regulatory analysis (Enclosure 5) for transmittal
to the PDR.

Original Signed By:

Sher Bahadur, Chief
Regulation Development Branch
Division of Regulatory Applications

Enclosures:
1. FR Notice and 2 Copies
2. Marked-up Copy of FR Notice Pages
3. Congressional Letter Package
4. Environmental Assessment
5. Draft Regulatory Analysis

,

6. Public Announcement - 2 Copies '

RDB:DRA:RES k RDB:RES RDB:DRAOffc:
Name: HTovmassian:lc JTe ford SBahadur
Date: 11/13/91 11/13/91 ll/tL/91
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'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR PART 73
'

'

RIN:3150-AD30

Physical Fitness Programs and Day Firing Qualifications
For Security Personnel at Category I Licensee Fuel Cycle Facilities'

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend

security personnel performance regulations for fuel cycle facilities

possessing formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material

(Category I licensees).

Certain security personnel at these facilities would be required to

participate in a continuing physical fitness program and pass according

to new criteria an annual performance test. In addition, these

individuals would be required to qualify and annually requalify according

to new criteria for day firing using their assigned weapons. This action

is necessary to ensure that security personnel are able to perform their

assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagements.

DATES: The comment period expires on (Insert a date 90 days from

publication). Comments received after this date will be considered if it

is practical to do so, but assurance of consideration cannot be given

unless comments are received on or before this date.
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ADDRESSES: Mail written comments to: The Secretary of the Commission,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch. Comments may also be delivered to 11555

Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD, between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m on Federal

workdays. Copies o,f the environmental assessment and finding of no

significant impact and any comments received will be available for

examination and copying at the NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Street,

NW. (Lower Leval), Washington, DC.-

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Harry Tovmassian, Division of

Regulatory Applications, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-

3634; or Ms. Carrie Brown, Division of Safeguards and Transportation,

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-0382.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
,

BACKGROUND

On November 10, 1988, the NRC published amendments to 10 CFR 73.46
,

which required fuel cycle licensees who possess formula quantities of

strategic special nuclear material (Category I licensee) to establish and

train Tactical Response Teams (TRT)*, conduct periodic tactical

'" Tactical Response Team" means the primary response force for each shift
which can be identified by a distinctive item of uniform, armed with specified-
weapons, and whose other duties permit immediate response. .

I
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exercises, and make available a force of guards' or armed response

personnel' to provide assistance to the TRT, as necessary. These

amendments also required that TRT members, armed response personnel, and

guards qualify and annually requalify for night firing with assigned

weapons by meeting,new minimum qualification criteria specified in

Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 73. At that time, no need for specific

performance testing criteria was identified.

As a result of NRC observations of licensee guard performance

during a 1988 DOE Central Training Academy course, the NRC requested

California State University at Hayward (CSUH) to examine the physical

fitness levels of security force personnel of licensees who possess

formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material. In the

subsequent study, CSUH noted that in an emergency situation, that may be

encountered by a TRT member, individuals need a cardiovascular reserve to

perform effectively. However, CSUH found that of 66 subjects tested, 26

percent had a poor level of cardiovascular fitness and an additional 29

percent were below average. Further, high body fat levels were noted

(e.g., 26 percent were classified as obese). Overall, the CSUH test

results indicated that a potentially significant number of guards may not

have a sufficient cardiovascular reserve for a TRT response situation,

particularly if they must exert themselves at a high intensity in order
~

'" Guard" means a uniformed individual armed with a firearm whose primary
duty is the protection of special nuclear material against theft, the
protection of a plant against radiological sabotage, or both.

'" Armed Response Personnel" means persons, not necessarily uniformed, .
whose primary duty in the event of attempted theft of special nuclear material
or radiological sabotage shall be to respond, armed and equipped, to prevent
or delay such actions.
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to reach the scene of an incident or their designated post during a

critical situation. Therefore, the Commission has concluded that

criteria for physical performance testing of TRT members, armed response

personnel, and guards and the specification of a minimum ongoing physical

fitness. training program are needed to ensure the needed level of

fitness. Accordingly, the NRC is proposing additional requirements rela-

tive to the physical fitress qualifications of security personnel.

Under these proposed regulations TRT members, armed response

personnel, and guards would be required to participate in annual physical

fitness performance testing. Individuals would be required to be

certified as medically fit by a licensed physician prior to participation

in the performance tests or in the training program designed to ensure

that the individuals achieve and maintain the required fitness level. In

addition, licensees will be required to assess the general fitness of

each participant every four months and to make modifications to the

individual's training regime, as necessary.

The minimum physical fitness training program needed to achieve the
.

necessary fitness levels has been separated into two elements. The first

element includes the training of individuals through cardiovascular

training activities such as running, bicycling, rowing, swimming,.or

cross-country skiing. The individuals will be tested prior to assignment

as a TRT member and each year thereafter using the performance criteria

of a one-mile run in 8.5 minutes or less and a 40-yard dash starting from

a prone position in 8.0 seconds or l'ess. Likewise, armed response

personnel and guards will be required to participate in the physical

fitness training program. However, the performance criteria for these ;

|
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individuals will be a 1/2 mile run in 4 minutes and 40 seconds or less

and a 40-yard dTsh starting from a prone position in 8.5 seconds or less.

The former critr,ria have been validated to test the fitness levels

required of individuals whose duties are to perform offensive combative

tasks, such as those required of TRT members. The latter criteria have

been validated to test the fitness levels required of individuals whose

deties are to perform defensive combative tasks, such as armed response

personnel and support guards'.

The second element of the physical fitness training program

involves musculoskeletal training (i.e., exercises which develop

strength, flexibility, and endurance in the major muscle groups).

Although musculoskeletal training will be an integral part of the

physical fitness training program, performance criteria have not been

specified because to date there have been no validated studies which

establish the levels of strength, flexibility, and endurance required of

TRT members, armed response personnel, and guards under conditions of

strenuous tactical engagement. However, the effectiveness of the

musculoskeletal training will be included in the licensee's. assessment

program and the results will be used to make appropriate modifications to

each individual's training regime.

Two documents have been prepared which may be used by licensees in

developing physical fitness training programs and by physicians

responsible for the required medical examinations of personnel

participating in the programs. The 'first, " Physical Fitness Training

* Telfair, W. D., et. al., United States Department of Energy Physical
Standards Validation Study, Professional Management Associates, Inc.,
September 30, 1982.
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Reference Manual.for Security Force Personnel at Fuel Cycle Facilities

Possessing Formula Quantities of Strategic Special Nuclear Material,"

NUREG/CR-5690', provides information on designing and conducting a

physical fitness training program. The second, " Medical Screening

Reference Manual for Security Personnel at Category I Fuel Cycle

Facilities Possessing Formula Quantities of Strategic Special Nuclear

Material," NUREG/CR-5689, is intended for use by the examining

physicians. These documents have been placed in the Public Document Room

and are available for public inspection and copying.

In addition to proposing additional requirements for physical

fitness, the NRC is also proposing to amend its day firing qualification

criteria to make them consistent as to level of specificity and

proficiency with the night firing requirements published in 1988.

Although the proposed day firing criteria are more stringent than those

which currently are specified in the regulations, each individual TRT

member, armed response person, and guard is currently qualifying using

both the night firing criteria contained in 10 CFR Part 73 and day firing

criteria contained in the licensee's Weapon Qualification Plan that are

very similar to the criteria being proposed. Based on this fact and the

results of quarterly physical protection inspections of Tactical Response

Teams for all assigned weapons, the staff believes that these individuals

readily should be able to qualify using the proposed day firing criteria.

' Copies of NUREGs may be purchased from th'e Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082.
Copies are also available from the National Technical Information Service,
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. A copy is also available for
inspection or copying at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW.
(Lower Level), Washington, DC.
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Hence, the staff believes that these day firing criteria add no new

burden. None the less, since there has been no direct licensee

experience with these precise criteria, the NRC is requesting comment on

their appropriateness.
,

Finding of no Significant Environmental i., pact: Availability

The Commission has determined under the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51, that this rule, if adopted, would not be a

major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human

environment and therefore an Environmental Impact Statement is not

required. The proposed amendments will not adversely affect either the

safety of the operations carried out by licensees possessing formula

quantities of strategic special nuclear material nor the routine release

of, or exposures to, radioactivity. The amendments would: (1) specify

annual performance testing criteria and a minimum physical fitness

training program, and ensure that security force personnel can adequately

perform their duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagement;

and (2) provide the same level of specificity and proficiency in the day .)
1

firing weapons qualification criteria that is now present in the night

firing criteria.

The environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact
'

on which this determination is based is available for inspection at the |

NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington,
1

DC. Single copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no
'
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significant impact are available from Mr. Harry Tovmassian, Office of

Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, (301) 492-3634.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT
:

This proposed rule amends information collection requirements that

are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et

seq.). The recordkeeping and reporting requirements in this rulemaking

have been submitted to the Office of Management and Budget for review and

approval of the information collection and recordkeeping requirements.

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is

estimated to average 44 hours per response, including the time for

reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and

maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection

of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any

other aspect of this collection of information,- including suggestions for

reducing this burden, to the Information and Records Management Branch

(MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555;

and to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,

NE08-3019,(3150-0002), Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC

20503.
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

The Comission has prepared a draft regulatory analysis on this

proposed amendment. The analysis examines the costs and benefits of the

alternatives considered by the Comission. The draft analysis is

available for inspection in the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street,

NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. Single copies of the analysis tray be

obtained from Ms. Carrie Brown, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555,

(301) 492-0382.

Regulatory Flexibility Certification

As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C.

605(5), the Comission certifies that this rulemaking will not have a

significant economic impact upon a substantial number of small entities.

The proposed rule would affect two licensees who operate fuel facilities

possessing formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material

licensed in accordance with 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73. The companies that

own these plants do not fall within the scope of the definition of "small

entities" set forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the Small

Business Standards set out in regulations issued by the Small Business

Administration in 13 CFR Part 121. Furthermore, if a small entity were

to apply for a license to possess fo'rmula quantities of strategic special

nuclear material pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73, the proposed rule by

itself would not have a significant economic impact on their operations
_
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because the economic impact would be dominated by the_ existing

requirements for physical security and nuclear material control 'and

accounting. Thus, this rule does not fall within the purview of the act.

Backfit Analysis
.

The NRC has determined that the backfit rule,10 CFR 50.109, does

not apply to this proposed rule because these amendments do not impose

requirements on existing 10 CFR Part 50 licensees. Therefore, the NRC

has determined that a backfit analysis is not required for this proposed

rule.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 73

Part 73 - Criminal Penalty, Hazardous materials-transportation,

Incorporation by reference, Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and

reactors, Penalty, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Security

measures.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act
~

of 1974, as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the

following amendments to 10 CFR Part 73.

,
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PART 73--PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF PLANTS AND HATERIALS

1. The authority citation for 10 CFR Part 73 continues to read as

follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 53, 161, 68 Stat. 930, 948, as amended, sec. 147,

94 Stat. 780 (42 U.S.C. 2073, 7.167, 2201); sec. 201, as amended, 204, 88

Stat. 1242, as amended, 1245 (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5844).

Section 73.1 also issued under secs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96

Stat. 2232, 2241 (42 U.S.C. 10155, 10161). Section 73.37(f) also issued

under sec. 301, Pub. L. 96-295, 94 Stat. 789 (42 U.S.C. 5841 note).

Section 73.57 is issued under sec. 606, Pub. L. 99-399, 100 Stat. 876 (42

U.S.C. 2169).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended, (42 U.S.C.

2273); il 73.21, 73.37(g), and 73.55 are issued under sec.161b, 68

Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); il 73.20, 73.24, 73.25,

73.26, 73.27, 73.37, 73.40, 73.45, 73.46, 73.50, 73.55, and 73.67 are

issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(i)); and

il 73.20(c)(1), 73.24(b)(1), 73.26(b)(3), (h)(6), and (k)(4), 73.27(a)

and (b), 73.37(f), 73.40(b) and (d), 73.46(g)(6) and (h)(2), 73.50(g)(2),

(3(iii)(B), and (h), 73.55(h)(2) and (4)(iii)(B), 73.57, 73.70, 73.71,

and 73.72 are issued under sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C

2201(o)).

2. In i 73.46 paragraphs (b)('4), (b)(7), and (i) are revised and

new paragraphs (b)(10) and (b)(11) are added to read as follows:

11
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I 73.46 Fixed site ohysical orotection systems. subsystems. components.

and orocedures.

* * * * *

(b) * * *

(4) The licqnsee may not permit an individual to act as a Tactical

Response Team member, armed response person, or guard unless the

individual has been trained, equipped, and qualified to perform each

assigned security duty in accordance with Appendix B of this part,

" General Criteria for Security Personnel." In addition, Tactical

Response Team members, armed response personnel, and guards shall be

trained, equipped, and qualified in accordance with paragraphs (b)(6),

(b)(7), (b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section. Upon the request of an

authorized representative of the Commission, the licensee shall

demonstrate the ability of the physical security personnel, whether

licensee or contractor employees, to carry out their assigned duties and-

responsibilities. Each Tactical Response Team member, armed response

person, and guard, whether a licensee or contractor employee, shall

requalify in accordance with Appendix B of this part. Tactical Response

Team members, armed response personnel, and guards shall also requalify

in accordance with paragraph (b)(7) of this section at least every

twelve (12) months. The licensee shall document the results of the

qualification and requalification. The licensee shall retain the

documentation of each qualification and requalification as a record for

three years after each qualification and requalification.

* * * * *
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(7) In addition to the weapons qualification and requalification

criteria of Appendix B of this part, Tactical Response Team members,

armed response personnel, and guards shall qualify and requalify, at

least every twelve (12) months, for day and night firing with assigned

weapons in accordance with Appendix H of this part. Tactical Response

Team members, armed response personnel, and guards shall be permitted to

practice fire prior to qualification and requalification but shall be
~

given only one opportunity to fire for record. If a Tactical Response

leam member, armed response person, or guard fails to qualify, the

licensee shall remove the individual from security duties which require

the use of firearms and may retrain the individual. At least seven (7)

calendar days must elapse before another attempt at qualification is

permitted. If an individual fails to qualify or requalify in three (3)

consecutive attempts, at least twelve (12) months must elapse before

another attempt at qualification or requalification is permitted.

(i) In addition, Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall be prepared to demonstrate their day and

night firing qualification with their assigned weapons at any time upon

request by an authorized representative of the NRC.

(ii) The licensee or the licensee's agent shall document the

results of weapons qualification and requalification _for day and night

firing. The licensee shall retain the documentation of each

qualification and requalification as a record for 3 years after each
'

qualification and requalification.

* * * * *

|
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(10) In addition to the physical fitness qualifications of

paragraph I.C of Appendix B of this part, each Tactical Response Team

member, armed response person, and guard shall participate in a physical

fitness training program on a continuing basis.

(i) The elements of the physical fitness training program must

include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:

(A) Training sessions of sufficient frequency, duration, and

intensity to be of aerobic benefit, e.g., normally a frequency of three

times per week, maintaining an intensity of approximately 75% of maximum

heart rate for twenty minutes;

(B) Activities that use large muscle groups, that can be

maintained continuously, and that are rhythmical and aerobic in nature,

e.g., running, bicycling, rowing, swimming, or cross-country skiing; and

(C) Musculoskeletal training exercises that develop strength,

flexibility, and endurance in the major muscle groups, e.g., legs, arms,

and shoulders.

(ii) The licensee shall assess Tactical Response Team members,

armed response personnel, and guards for general fitness once every four

months to determine the continued effectiveness of the ongoing physical

fitness training program. Assessments must include a recent health

history, measures of cardiovascular fitness, percent of body fat,

flexibility, muscular strength, and endurance. Individual . exercise

programs must be modified consistent with the needs of each participating

Tactical Response Team member, armed' response person, and guard and

consistent with the environments in which they must be prepared to

perform their duties.

14



(iii) Within thirty (30) days prior to participation in the ;

physical fitness training program, the licensee shall give Tactical i

Response Team members, armed response personnel, and guards a medical

examination including a determination and written certification by a
;

licensed physician ,that there are no medical contraindications, as

disclosed by the medical examination, to participation in the physical-

fitness training program.

(iv) Licensees may temporarily waive an individual's participation

in the physical fitness training program on the advice of the licensee's

examining physician, during which time the individual may not be assigned

duties as a Tactical Response Team member.

(11) In addition to the physical fitness demonstration contained

in paragraph I.C of Appendix B of this part, Tactical Response Team -

members, armed response personnel, and guards shall meet or exceed

qualification criteria as defined in paragraphs (b)(11)(i) .through

(b)(11)(v) of this section initially and at least every twelve (12)

months thereafter.

(i) For Tactical Response Team members the criteria are a one-mile

run in 8 minutes and 30 seconds or less, and a 40-yard dash starting from

a prone position in 8 seconds or less. For armed response' personnel and

guards that are not members of the Tactical Response Team the criteria

are a one-half mile run in 4 minutes and 40 seconds or less and a 40-yard

dash starting from a prone position in 8.5. seconds or less. The test may
'

be taken in ordinary athletic att' ire under the supervision of licensee

designated personnel. The licensee shall retain a record of each

individual's performance for three years.

15
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(ii) Incumbent Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall meet or exceed the qualification criteria

within six (6) months of NRC approval of the licensee's revised fixed

Site Physical Protection Plan. New employees hired after the approval

date shall meet or, exceed the qualification criteria prior to assignment

as a Tactical Response Team member, armed response person, or guard.

(iii) Within thirty days prior to participation in the physical

performance testing, Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall be given a medical examination including a

determination and written certification by a licensed physician that

there are no medical contraindications, as disclosed by the medical

examination, to participation in the physical performance testing. This

requirement shall apply to initial and all subsequent physical

performance testing.

(iv) The licensee shall place Tactical Response Team members,

armed response persons, and guards who do not meet or exceed the

qualification criteria in a monitored remedial physical fitness training

program and relieve them of security duties which require the use of

firearms. Individuals in the remedial physical fitness training program

shall have a maximum of three (3) months to satisfactorily meet or exceed

the qualification criteria.

(v) Licensees may temporarily waive the annual qualification

testing for an individual un the advice of the licensee's examining
:

physician, during which time the individual shall not be assigned duties

as a Tactical Response Team member.

* * * * *
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(i) Imolementation schedule for revisions to ohysical orotection

D1011

(1) By (Insert a date 90 days after the effective date of these

amendments) each licensee shall submit a revised Fixed Site Physical

Protection Plan to;the NRC for approval. The revised plan must describe

how the licensee will comply with the requirements of paragraphs (b)(7),

(b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section. Revised plans must be mailed to

the Director, Division of Safeguards and Transportation, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

(2) Each licensee shall implement the approved plan relative to

paragraphs (b)(7), (b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section within 180 days

after NRC approval of the revised Fixed Site Physical Protection Plan.

3. Appendix H is revised to read as follows:

17



APPEN0!X H - VEAPONS QUALIFICATION CRITERIA

The B 27 Target will be used for all weapon qualification testing

Table H-1 Minimum Day Firing Criteria'
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Veapon Stage String' Distance Number Timing * Position Scoring
of rounds

Handgun' 1 1 3 yards 6 9 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds 70% =

2 (repeat 2 times) 3 qualified,
3 seconds each string maximum pos-

sible = 300
points, minimum.
required = 210
points

2 1 7 yards 6 10 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds
2 at center rass and 1

round at the head
(repeat once) 5 seconds
each string

3 1 7 yards 6 12 seconds Using weaker hand only,
2 (4 seconds at the Iow ready post-
3 each tion, fire 2 rounds

string) (repeat twice)

4 1 10 yards 2 4 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
come to low ready
position

2 10 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds in low
ready position and
reholster

3 10 yards 4 12 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
(revolver) reload with 6 rounds,
10 seconds fire 2 rounds and
(semi- reholster
automatic)

4 10 yards 2 4 seconds Oraw and fire 2 rounds,
come to low ready
position

5 10 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds in low
ready position and
reholster

5 1 15 yards 2 5 seconds Standing, draw weapon,
go to kneeling post-
tion, then fire 2

rounds and reholster

5 seconds Standing, draw weapon,2 15 yards 2 <

go to kneeling post-
tion, then fire 2

rounds and reholster

18



Tabla H-1 Minimum Day Firing Criterta' - Continusd
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Weapon Stege String * Distance Number Timing' Position Scoring
of rounds .

Handgun' 5 3 14 yards 4 14 seconds Standing, draw weapon, 70% =

(Cont'd) (revolver) fire 2 rounds, reload qualifted,
12 seconds with 6 rounds, move to maximum pos-
(semi- kneeling position and sible = 300
automatic) fire 2 rounds, reload points, minimum

with 6 rounds and required = 210
points

4 14 yards 2 5 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2
rounds standing, come
to low ready position
and.

5 14 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds

6 1 25 yards 2 5 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
standing, lef t side of
barricade

2 25 yards 2 5 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
right side of barricade
(standing)

3 25 yards 4 15 seconds Draw weapon and from
(revolver) standing to kneeling
12 seconds position, fire 2
(semi- rounds, left side of
automatic) barricade, reload with

6 rounds, and still in

the kneeling position,
fire 2 rounds right

side of barricade

4 25 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and go from
standing to prone, fire
2 rounds

5 25 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and go from
standing to prone, fire
2 rounds

7 1 50 yards 2 8 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2
rounds from a standing
barricade position
(right or left side,
shooter's option)

2 50 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2
rounds from a kneeling
barricade position
(right or left side,
shooter's option)

3 50 yards 2 12 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2
rounds from prone post-
tion

I

|
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Table H-1 Minimum Day Firing Criteria' - Continued
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Weapon Stage String' Distance Number Timing' Position Scoring
of rounds

Shotgun' 1 1 7 yards 2 Double 00 4 seconds At low ready position 70% = qualifles
buck-shot fire 2 rounds standing (Maximan=94,

Minimum =65)
(each pellet in
black target
area equals 1
point)

2 1 15 yards 4 Double 00 15 seconds At low ready position 1

2 buck shot fire 2 rounds stand-
ing, reload and fire
2 rounds

3 1 25 yards 4 rifled 20 seconds On cornmand, load 4 (10,9,8,7
2 slugs rifled slugs and fire points are

2 rounds standing and available for
2 rounds kneeling each hit as

indicated)

Rifle' 1 1 15 yards 6 10 seconds Standing in low ready 70% = quallfles
2 (4 seconds position, to standing (Maximum = 150
3 for 1st point shoulder (1 points, Minimum

string, 3 magazine loaded with 6 = 105 points,
seconds rounds, weapon in based on 5
for each half-load configu- point incre-

of 2nd and ration) safety on ments)
3rd beginning of each
string) string, fire 2 rounds

per string

2 1 25 yards 6 11 seconds Standing in low re8
2 (5 seconds position, to standing
3 for 1st point shoulder (1

string, 3 magazine loaded with 6
seconds rounds, weapon in
for each half-load configu-
of 2nd and ration) safety on
3rd beginning of each
string) string, fire 2 rounds

per string

3 1 25 yards 6 17 seconds Standirg in low ready
2 (7 seconds position, to kneeling
3 for 1st point shoulder (1

string, 5 magazine loaded with 6
seconds rounds, weapon in
for each half-load configu-
of 2nd and ration) safety on
3rd beginning of each
string) string, fire 2 rounds

per string

;
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Table H-1 Minima Day Firing Critaria' - Continued
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Veapon Stage String' Distance Number Timing' -Position Scoring
of rounds

Rifle'. 4 1 50 yards 4 16 seconds (9 Standing in low'. 70% =

(Cont'd) 2 seconds for ready position, to' qualifies-
1st string, 7 kneeling point

.

150 points,
(Maxim m a

second for shoulder (1 magazine
2nd string) loaded with 4 Mintaan -

rounds, weapon in 105 points,
half-Icad configura- based on 5j
tion) safety on point
beginning of each increments)
string, fire 2
rounds per string

5' 1 50 yards 4 20 seconds Standing in low
ready position, go
to prone (weapon in
half-load configu-
ration) safety on
with two magazines
each loaded with 2 -
rounds, fire 2
rounds, eject first
magazine, reload
with 2nd magazine
and fire 2 rounds

6' 1 100 yards 4 25 seconds Standing in low
ready position, go_
to prone (weapon in
half-load configu-
ration) safety on
two magazines each
loaded with 2
rounds, fire 2
rounds, eject first
magazine, reload
with 2nd magazine
and fire 2 rounds

footnotes
1. This day firing qualifications course is to be used by all TRT members, armed response personnel, and c

guards.
2. A string is one of the different phases within a single stage.
3. Security force personnel will be timed as shown.
4 Stages 5 and 6 are only to be used for .30 caliber rifles.

-

m
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Table H-2 Minimurn Hight Firing Criteria

,-

Weapon Stage Distance No. of Timing Position Scoring. Lighting
Rounds

Handgun 1 7 yds 12 35 Standing-no Minimum for all
(Rev.) seconds artificial qualifying = courses

support 70% 0.2 foot-
candles at

2 15 yds 12 45 ' center
seconds mass of

target
Handgun 1 7 yds? 2 + clip 30 Standing-no area

(Semi-) seconds artificial

support
2 15 yds 2 + clip . 40

seconds

Shotgun 1 25 yds 2 rtfled 30 seconds Standing strong Rtfled slug
slugs (Load 2 shoulder hits = strike

slugs - area on target
chamber (10, 9, 7)
empty -
Time starts
- Comnence
firing)

1 15 yds 5 Double 00 10 seconds Standing-strong Double 00
buckshot (Load Srds shoulder Buckshot:

Buckshot - Hits in black =
chamber 2 pts (5rds x
empty - 9 pellets /rd
Time starts x 2 pts =90)
- Corcence Minimurs qual-
firing) Ifying = 70%

Rifle 1 25 yds 1-$rd mag. 45 sec. Standing-Barricade Minimum qual-
ifying =70%

2 25 yds 1-5rd mag. 45 sec. Standing

3 25 yds 1-Srd mag. 45 sec. Kneeling

4 25 yds 1-Srd mag. 45 sec. Prone'

Note. - All firing is to be done only at night. Use of night simulation equipment during' daylight is not allowable.
,

Use of site specific devices (i.e., laser, etc.) should be included in the licensee amended security plan for NRC
approval.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of 1991.,

For the Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

i

Samuel J. Chilk,
;

; Secretary of the Comission.
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[7590-01]-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CONHISSION

10 CFR PART 73

RIN:3150-AD30

Physical Fitness Programs and Day Firing Qualifications
For Security Personnel at Category I Licensee Fuel Cycle Facilities

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend

security personnel performance regulations for fuel cycle facilities

possessing formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material

(Category I licensees).

Certain security personnel at these facilities would be required to

participate in a continuing physical fitness program and pass according

to new criteria an annual performance test. In addition, these

individuals would be required to qualify and annually requalify according

to new criteria for day firing using their assigned weapons. This action

is necessary to ensure that security personnel are able to perform their

assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagements.

DATES: The comment period expires on (Insert a date 90 days from

publication). Comments received after this date will be considered if it

is practical to do so, but assurance of consideration cannot be given
1

unless comments are received on or before this date.

|
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ADDRESSES: Mail written comments to: The Secretary of the Comission,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555, Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch. Coments may also be delivered to 11555

Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD, between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m on Federal

workdays. Copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no

significant impact and any comer ts received will be available for

examination and copying at the NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Street,

NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Harry Tovmassian, Division of

Regulatory Applications, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-

3634; or Ms. Carrie Brown, Division of Safeguards and Transportation,

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Comission, Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-0382.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

BACKGROUND

On November 10, 1988, the NRC published amendments to 10 CFR 73.46

which required fuel cycle licensees who possess formula quantities _of

strategic special nuclear material (Category I licensee) to establish and

train Tactical Response Teams (TRT)', conduct periodic tactical

2" Tactical Response Team" means the primary response force for each shift
which can be identified by a distinctive item of uniform, armed with specified
weapons, and whose other duties permit imediate response.

^

2
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exercises, and make available a force of guards' or armed response

personnel' to provide assistance to the TRT, as necessary. These

amendments also required that TRT members, armed response personnel, and

guards qualify and annually requalify for night firing with assigned

weapons by meeting new minimum qualification criteria specified in
,

Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 73. At that time, no need for specific

performance testing criteria was identified.

As a result of NRC observations of licensee guard performance

during a 1988 DOE Central Training Academy course, the NRC requested

California State University at Hayward (CSUH) to examine the physical

fitness levels of security force personnel of licensees who possess

formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material. In the

subsequent study, CSUH noted that in an emergency situation, that may be

encountered by a TRT member, individuals need a cardiovascular reserve to

perform effectively. However, CSUH found that of 66 subjects tested, 26

percent had a poor level of cardiovascular fitness and an additional 29

percent were below average. Further, high body fat levels were noted

(e.g., 26 percent were classified as obese). Overall, the CSUH test

results indicated that a potentially significant number of guards may not

have a sufficient cardiovascular reserve for a TRT response situation,

particularly if they must exert themselves at a high intensity in order

'" Guard" means a uniformed individual armed with a firearm whose primary
duty is the protection of special nuclear material against theft, the
protection of a plant against radiological sabotage, or both.

'" Armed Response Personnel" means persons, not neces.carily uniformed,
whose primary duty in the event of attempted theft of special nuclear material
or radiological sabotage shall be to respond, armed and equipped, to prevent ;

aor delay such actions.

I
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to reach the scene of an incident or their designated post during a

critical situation. Therefore, the Commission has concluded that'

criteria fer physical performance testing of TRT members, armed response

perso;inel, and guards and the specification of a minimum ongoing physical

fitness training program are needed to ensure the needed level of

fitness. Accordiogly, the NRC is proposing additional requirements rela-

tive to the physical fitness qualifications of security personnel.

Under these proposed regulations TRT members, armed response

personnel, and guards would be required to participate in annual physical

fitness performance testing. Individuals would be required to be

certified as medically fit by a licensed physician prior to participation

in the performance tests or in the training program designed to ensure

that the individuals echieve and maintain the required fitness level. In

addition, licensees will be required to assess the general fitness of

each participant every four months and to make modifications to the

individual's training regime, as necessary.

The minimum physical fitness training program needed to achieve the

necessary fitness levels has been separated into two elements. The first

element includes the training of individuals through cardiovascular

training activities such as running, bicycling, rowing, swimming, or

cross-country skiing. The individuals will be tested prior to assignment

as a TRT member and each year thereafter using the performance criteria

of a one-mile run in 8.5 minutes or less and a 40-yard dash starting from
:

a prone position in 8.0 seconds or less. Likewise, armed response

personnel and guards will be required to participate in the physical
i

fitness training' program. However, the performance criteria for these ;

I
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individuals will be a 1/2 mile run in 4 minutes and 40 seconds or less

and a 40-yard dash starting from a prone position in 8.5 seconds or less.
-|

The former criteria have been validated to test the fitness levels
'

required of individuals whose duties are to perform offensive combative

tasks, such as those required of TRT members. The latter criteria have

been validated to test the fitness levels required of individuals whose

duties are to perform defensive combative tasks, such as armed response

personnel and support guards'.

The second element of the physical ,,s training program

involves musculoskeletal training (i.e., 3rcises which develop

strength, flexibility, and endurance in t..e major muscle groups).

Although musculoskeletal training will be an integral part of the

physical fitness training program, performance criteria have not been

specified because to date there have been no validated studies whic'i

establish the levels of strength, flexibility, and endurance requived of

TRT members, armed response personnel, and guards under conditions of

strenuous tactical engagement. However, the effectiveness of the

musculoskeletal training will be included in the licensee's assessment

program and the results will be used to make appropriate modifications to

each individual's training regime.

Two documents have been prepared which_may be used by licensees in

developing physical fitness training programs and by physicians

responsible for the required medical examinations of personnel

participating in the programs. The first, " Physical Fitness Training

* Telfair, W. D., et. al., United States Department of Energy Physical
Standards Validation Study, Professional Management Associates, Inc.',
September 30, 1982.
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Reference Manual for Security Force Personnel at Fuel Cycle Facilities

Possessing Formula Quantities of Strategic Special Nuclear liaterial,"

NUREG/GR-5690', provides information on designing and conducting a

physical fitness training program. The second, " Medical Screening

Reference Manual for Security Personnel at Category I Fuel Lycle

Facilities Possessing Formula Quantities of Strategic Speci l Nucleara

Material," NUREG/CR-5689, is intended for use by the examining

physicians. These documents have been placed in the Public Document Room

and are available for public inspection and copying.

In addition to proposing additional requirements for physical

fitness, the NRC is also proposing to amend its day firing qualification

criteria to make them consistent as to level of specificity and

proficiency with the night firing requirements published in 1988.

Although the proposed day firing criteria are more stringent than those

which currently are specified in the regulations, each individual TRT

member, armed response person, and guard is currently qualifying using

both the night firing criteria contained in 10 CFR Part 73 and day firing

criteria contained in the licensee's Weapon Qualification Plan that are

very similar to the criteria being proposed. Based on this fact and the

results of quarterly physical protection inspections of Tactical Response

Teams for all assigned weapons, the staff believes that these individuals

readily should be able to qualify using the proposed day firing criteria.

'

' Copies of NUREGs may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082.
Copies are also available from the National Technical Information Service,
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. A copy is also available for
inspection or copying at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW.
(Lower Level), Washington, DC.

6



Hence, the staff believes that these day firing criteria add no new

burden. None the less, since there has been no direct licensee

experience with these precise criteria, the NRC is requesting comment on

their appropriateness.

,

Finding of no Significant En"ironmental Impact: Availability

The Commission has determined under the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51, that this rule, if adopted, would not be a

major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human

environment and therefore an Environmental Impact Statement is not

required. The proposed amendments will not adversely affect either the

safety of the operations carried out by licensees possessing formula

quantities of strategic special nuclear material nor the routine release

of, or exposures to, radioactivity. The amendments would: (1) specify
.

annual performance testing criteria and a minimum physical fitness

training program, and ensure that security force personnel can adequately

perform their duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagement;

and (2) provide the same level of specificity and proficiency in the day

firing weapons qualification criteria that is now present in the night-

firing criteria.

The environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact

on which this determination is based is availt le for inspection at the

NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington,

DC. Single copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no

7



significant impact are available from Mr. Harry Tovmassian, Office of

Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, (301) 492-3634.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT
.

This proposed rule amends information collection requirements that

are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et

seq.). The recordkeeping and reporting requirements in this rulemaking

have been submitted to the Office of Management and Budget for review and

approval of the information collection and recordkeeping requirements.

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is.

estimated to average 44 hours per response, including the time for

reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and

maintaining the data nseded, and completing and reviewing the collection

of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any

other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for

reducing this burden, to the Information and Records Management Branch

(MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555;

and to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,

NE08-3019,(3150-0002), Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC

20503.

8
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

The Comission has prepared a draft regulatory analysis on this

proposed amendment. The analysis examines the costs and benefits of the

alternatives considered by the Comission. The draft analysis is

available for inspection in the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street,
,

NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. Single copies of the analysis may be

obtained from Ms. Carrie Brown, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555,

(301) 492-038?.

Regulatory Flexibility Certification

As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C.

605(b), the Comission certifies that this rulemaking will not have a

significant economic impact upon a substantial number of small entities. 3

The proposed rule would affect two licensees who operate fuel facilities

possessing formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material

licensed in accordance with 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73. The companies that

own these plants do not fall within the scope of the definition of "small -|
|

entities" set forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the Small -!
1

Business Standards set out in regulations issued by the Small Business

Administration in 13 CFR Part 121. Furthermore, if a small entity were-
'

to apply for a license to possess formula quantities of strategic special

nuclear material pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73, the proposed rule by

itself would not have a significant economic impact or. their operations

|

9
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because the economic impact would be dominated by the existing

requirements for physical security and nuclear material control and

accounting. Thus, this rule does not fall within the purview of the act.

Backfit Analysis
,

The NRC has determined that the backfit rule,10 CFR 50.109, does

not apply to this proposed rule because these amendments do not impose

requirements on existing 10 CFR Part 50 licensees. Therefore, the NRC

has determined that a backfit analysis is not required for this proposed

rule.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 73

Part 73 - Criminal Penalty, Hazardous materials-transportation,

Incorporation by reference, Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and

reactors, Penalty, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Security

measures.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act '

of- 1974, as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the

following amendments to 10 CFR Part 73.

i
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PART 73--PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF PLANTS AND MATERIALS :

1

1. The authority citation for 10 CFR Part 73 continues to read as

follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 53, 161, 68 Stat. 930, 948, as amended, sec. 147,

94 Stat. 780 (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2167, 2201); sec. 201, as amended, 204, 83

Stat. 1242, as amended, 1245 (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5844).

Section 73.1 also issued under secs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96

Stat. 2232, 2241 (42 U.S.C. 10155, 10161). Section 73.37(f) also issued

under sec. 301, Pub. L. 96-295, 94 Stat. 789 (42 U.S.C. 5841 note).

Section 73.57 is issued under sec. 606, Pub. L. 99-399, 100 Stat. 876 (42

U.S.C. 2169).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended, (42 U.S.C.

2273); il 73.21, 73.37(g), and 7,3.55 are issued under sec.161b, 68

Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); il 73.20, 73.24, 73.25,

73.26, 73.27,'73.37, 73.40, 73.45, 73.46, 73.50, 73.55, and 73.67 are

issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(i)); and

il 73.20(c)(1), 73.24(b)(1), 73.26(b)(3), (h)(6), and (k)(4), 73.27(a)

and (b), 73.37(f), 73.40(b) and (d), 73.'46(g)(6) and (h)(2), 73.50(g)(2),

(3(iii)(B), and (h), 73.55(h)(2) and (4)(iii)(B), 73.57, 73.70, 73.71,

and 73.72 are issued under sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C

2201(o)).

'

2. In i 73.46 paragraphs (b)(4), (b)(7), and (i) are revised and

new paragraphs (b)(10) and (b)(11) are added to read as follows:

11



6 73.46 Fixed site ohysical orotection systems. subsystems. components.

and procedures.

* * * * *

(b) * * *

(4) The licensee may not permit an iiidividual to act as a Tactical

Response Team member, armed response person, or guard unless the

individual has been trained, equipped, and qualified to perform each

assigned security duty in accordance with Appendix B of this part,

" General Criteria for Security Personnel." In addition, Tactical

Response Team members, armed response personnel, and guards shall be

trained, equipped, and qualified in accordance with paragraphs (b)(6),

(b)(7), (b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section. Upon the request of an

authorized representative of the Commission, the licensee shall

demonstrate the ability of the physical security personnel, whether

licensee or contractor employees, to carry out their assigned duties and

responsibilities. Each Tactical Response Team member, armed response

person, and guard, whether a licensee or contractor employee, shall
,

requalify in accordance with Appendix B of this part. Tactical Response

Team members, armed response personnel, and guards shall also requalify

in accordance with paragraph (b)(7) of this section at least every

twelve (12) months. The licensee shall document the results of the

qualification and requalification. The licensee shall retain the

documentation of each qualification and requalification as a record for

three years after each qualification and requalification.

* * * * *
P
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(7) In addition to the weapons qualification and requalification

criteria of Appendix 8 of this part, Tactical Response Team members,

armed response personnel, and guards shall qualify and requalify, at

least every twelve (12) months, for day and night firing with assigned

weapons in accordance with Appendix H of this part. Tactical Response

Team members, armed response personnel, and guards r. hall be permitted to

practice fire prior to qualification and requalification but shall be

given only one opportunity to fire for record. If a Tactical Response

Team member, armed response person, or guard fails to qualify, the

licensee shall remove the individual from security duties which require

the use of firearms and may retrain the individual. At least seven (7)

calendar days must elapse before another attempt at qualification is

permitted. If an individual failt to qualify or requalify in three (3)

consecutive attempts, at least twelve (12) months must elapse before

another attempt at qualification or requalification is permitted.

(i) In addition, Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall be prepared to demonstrate their day and

night firing qualification with their assigned weapons at any time upon

request by an authorized representative of the NRC.

(ii) The licensee or the licensee's agent shall document the

results of weapons qualification and requalification for day and night

firing. The licensee shall retain the documentation of each

qualification and requalification as a record for 3 years after each
.

qualification and requalification.

* * * * *

13
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(10) In addition to the physical fitness qualifications of

paragraph I.C of Appendix B of this part, each Tactical Response Team

member, armed response person, and guard shall participate in a physical

fitness training program on a continuing ' oasis.

(i) The elements of the physical fitness training program must

include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:

(A) Training sessions of sufficient frequency, duration, and

intensity to be of aerobic benefit, e.g., normally a frequency of three

times per week, maintaining an intensity of approximately 75% of maximum

heart rate for twenty minutes;

(B) Activities that use large muscle groups, that can be

maintained continuously, and that are rhythmical and aerobic in nature,

e.g., running, bicycling, rowing, swimming, or cross-country skiing; and

(C) Musculoskeletal training exercises that develop strength,

flexibility, and endurance in the major muscle groups, e.g., legs, arms,

and shoulders.

(ii) The licensee shall assess Tactical Response Team members,

armed response personnel, and guards for general fitness once every four

months to determine the continued effectiveness of the ongoing physical
,

i

fitness training program. Assessments must include a recent health !

history, measures of cardiovascular fitness, percent of body fat, ;

l
'

flexibility, muscular strength, and endurance. Individual exercise

programs must be modified consistent with the needs of each participating-
'

Tactical Response Team member, armed response person, and guard and

consistent with the environments in which they must be prepared to i

perform their duties.

14
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(iii) Within thirty (30) days prior to phrticipation in the
i

physical-fitness training program, the licensee shall give Tactical ;

i

Response Team members, armed response personnel, and guards a medical .|

examination including a determination and written certification by a

licensed physician,that there are no medical contraindications, as (
disclosed by the medical examination, to participation in the physical

fitness training program.
1

(iv) Licensees may temporarily waive an individual's participation

in the physical fitness training program on the advice of the licensee's

examining physician, during which time the individual may not be assigned

duties as a Tactical Response Team member.

(11) In addition to the physical fitness demonstration contained

in paragraph I.C of Appendix 8 of this part, Tactical Response Team

members, armed response personnel, and guards shall meet or exceed

qualification criteria as defined in paragraphs (b)(11)(i) through

(b)(11)(v) of this section initially and at least every twelve (12)

months thereafter.

(i) For Tactical Response Team members the criteria are a one-mile

run in 8 minutes and 30 seconds or less, and a 40-yard dash starting from

a prone position in 8 seconds or less. For armed response personnel and

guards that are not members of the Tactical Response Team the criteria

are a one-half mile run in 4 minutes and 40 seconds or less and a 40-yard

dash starting from a prone position in 8.5 seconds or less. The test may

be taken in ordinary athletic attire under the supervision of licensee

designated personnel. The licensee shall retain a_ record of each

individual's performance for three years.

15



(ii) Incumbent Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall meet or exceed the qualification criteria

within six (6) months of HRC approval of the licensee's revised Fixed

Site Physical Protection Plan. New employees hired after the approval

date shall meet or exceed the qualification criteria prior to assignment

as a Tactical Response Team member, armed response person, or guard.

(iii) Within thirty days prior to participation in the physical

performance testing, Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall be given a medical examination including a

determination and written certification by a licensed physician that

there are no medical contraindications, as disclosed by the medical

examination, to participation in the physical performance testing. This

requirement shall apply to initial and all subsequent physical

performance testing.

(iv) The licensee shall place Tactical Response Team members,

armed response persons, and guards who do not meet or exceed the

qualification criteria in a monitored remedial physical fitness training

program and relieve them of security duties which require the use of

firearms. Individuals in the remedial physical fitness training program

shall have a maximum of three (3) months to satisfactorily meet or exceed

the qualification criteria.

(v) Licensees may temporarily waive the annual qualification

testing for an individual on the advice of the licensee's examining

physician, during which time the individual shall not be assigned duties

as a Tactical Response Team member.

* * * * *
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(1) Imolementation schedule' for revisions to physical orotection

Elial.
~

(1) ;By (Insert a date'90 days after the effective date of these

amendments) each licensee shall submit a revised Fixed Site Physical'

Protection Plan to the NRC for approval. The revised plan must. describe
1how the licensee will comply'with the requirements.of paragraphs .(b)(7),

(b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section. Revised plans must be' mailed to

the Director, Division'of Safeguards and Transportation, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

(2) Each licensee'shall implement the approved plan relative to

paragraphs (b)(7), (b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section within 180 days
,

after NRC approval of the revised Fixed Site Physical Protection Plan.

3. Appendix H is revised to read as follows:

1
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APPENDIX H - WEAPONS QUALIFICATION CRITERIA

The B-27 Target will be used for all weapon qualification testing

Table H-1 Minimum Day Firing Criterta'
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Weapon Stage String' Distance Number Timing' Position Scoring
of rounds

Handgun' 1 1 3 yards 6 9 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds 70% = ,

'

2 (repeat 2 times) 3 qualtfled,
3 seconds each string maximum pos-

sible = 300
- points, minimum

required = 210
points

.

2 1 7 yards 6 10 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds
2 at center mass and 1

round at the head
(repeat once) 5 seconds
each string

3 1 7 yards 6 12 second's Using weaker hand only.
2 (4 seconds. at the low ready post-
3 each . tion, fire 2 rounds

string) (repeat twice)

4 1 10 yards 2 4 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
cone to low ready
position

2 10 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds in low
ready position and

, reholster

3 10 yards 4 12 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds.
(revolver) reload with 6 rounds,
10 seconds . fire 2 rounds and
(semi- reholster ,

automatic)

4 10 yards 2 4 seconds Draw and firo 2 rounds,
come to low ready
position

5 10 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds in low
ready position and
reholster

5 1 15 yards 2 5 seconds $tanding, draw weapon,
go to kneeling post-
tion, then fire 2
rounds and reholster

5 seconds Standing, draw weapon,2 15 yards 2 -

go to kneeling post-
-tion, then fire 2-

rounds and reholster>

,
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Table'H-1 Mintaan Day Firing Criteria' - Continued
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Weapon Stage String' Olstance Number Tleing' Position Scoring-
of rounds

Handgun' 5 3 14 yards 4 14 seconds -Standing, draw weapon, '70% =

(Cont'd) (revolver)- fire 2 rounds, reload - quellfled,
12 seconds with 6 rounds, move to maximum pos-

(semi- kneeling position and < sible = 300
automatic) fire 2 rounds, reload points, minimum

with 6 rounds and required a 210
points'

4 14 yards 2 5 seconds Draw wapon and fire 2
.

rounds standing, come
to low ready position<

and.

5 14 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds

6 1 25 yards 2 5 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
standing,.left side of
barricade

2 25 yards 2 5 seconds ' Draw and fire 2 rounds,
.right side of barricade

(standing)

3 25 yards 4 15 seconds Draw weapon and from
(revolver) standing to kneeling
12 seconds position, fire 2
(semi- . rounds, left side of -
automatic) barricade, reload with

6 rounds, and still in
the kneeling position,
fire 2 rounds right
side of barricade

4 25 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and go from
standing to prone, fire
2 rounds

5 25 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and go from
standing to prone,. fire
2 rounds- [

7 1 50 yards 2 8 seconds Oraw weapon and fire 2
rounds from a standing
barricade position

'

(right or lef t side,
shooter's option)

2 50 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2
rounds from a kneeling
barricade position
(right or left side,
shooter's option)

I
3 50 yards 2 12 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2

rounds from prone post-
tion

19
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Table H-1 Minimum Day Firing Criterta' - Continued
(ste footnotes at end of Table H-1)

._

Veapon Stage string * Distance N&r Timing * Position Scoring
of rounds

Shotgun' 1 1 7 yards 2 Double 00 4 seconds At low ready position 70% = qualifies
buck-shot fire 2 rounds standing (Maxisun=94,

Minimum =65)
(each pellet in
black target
area equals 1
point)

2 1 15 yards 8 Double 00 15 seconds At low ready position
2 buck-shot fire 2 rounds stand-

ing, reload and fire
2 rounds

3 1 25 yards 4 rifled 20 seconds On comand, load 4 (10,9,8,7
2 slugs rifled slugs and fire points are

2 rounds standing and available for
2 rounds kneeling each hit as

indicated)

Ri fl e' 1 1 15 yards 6 10 seconds Standing in low ready 70% = qualifies
2 (4 seconds position, to standing (Maximun = 150
3 for 1st point shoulder (1 points, Minimum

string, 3 magazine loaded with 6 = 105 points,
seconds rounds, weapon in based on 5
for each half-load configu- point incre-
of 2nd and ration) safety on ments)
3rd beginning of each
string) string, fire 2 rounds

per string

2 1 25 yards 6 11 seconds Standing in low ready
2 (5 seconds position, to standing
3 for 1st point shoulder (1

string, 3 magazine loaded with 6
seconds rounds, weapon in
for each half-load configu-
of 2nd and ration) safety on
3rd beginning of each
string) string,' fire 2 rounds

per string

3 1 25 yards 6 17 seconds Standing in low ready ;

2 (7 seconds position, to kneeling )
3 for ist point shoulder (1 )

string, 5 magazine loaded with 6 i

'

seconds rounds, weapon in
for each half-load configu-
of 2nd and ration) safety on ,

3rd beginning of each )
string) string, fire 2 rounds |

per string |
1

|

!
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Table H-1 Minimum Day Firing Criterts' - Continued -
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Weapon Stage String' Olstance Nunber Timing' Position Scoring
of rounds

Rifle' 4 1 50 yards 4 16 seconds (9 Standing in low 70% =

(Cont'd) 2 seconds for ready position, to qualifies
1st string, 7 kneeling point (Maximum -
second for shoulder (1 magazine 150 points,
2nd string) loaded with 4 Minimun =

rounds, weapon in 105 points,-
half-load configura- based on 5-'

tion) safety on- point
beginning of each increments)
string, fire 2
rounds pea string

.

5' 1 50 yards 4 20 seconds Standing in low
ready position, go
to prone (weapon in
half-load configu-
ration) safety on
with two magazines
each loaded with 2
rounds, fire 2

4 rounds, eject first
magazine, reload
with 2nd magazine
and fire 2 rounds

6' 1 100 yards 4 25 seconds Standing in low
ready position, go-
to prone (weapon in
half-load configu-
ration) safety on
two magazines each ;

loaded with 2
rounds, fire 2*

rounds, eject first
magazine, reload
with 2nd magazine
and fire 2 rounds

,

,

Footnotes
1. This day firing qualifications course is to be used by all TRT members, armed response personnel, and

guards,
2. A string is one of the different phases within a single stage.
3. Security force personnel will be timed as shown.
4 Stages 5 and 6 are only to be used for .30 caliber rifles.

,

t

4
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Table H-2 Minimisn Night Firing Criteria

Veapon Stage Distance No. of Timing Position Scoring . Lighting
Rounds

Handgun 1 7 yds 12 35 Standing-no Minimum for all
(Rev.) seconds artificial qualifying = courses

support 70% 0.2 foot-
candles'at

2 15 yds 12 45 center
seconds mass of

target
,

Handgun 1 7 yds' 2 + clip 30 Standing-no area

(Semi-) seconds artificial
support

2 15 yds 2 + clip 40
seconds

Shotgun 1 25 yds 2 rifled 30 seconds $tanding-strong Rifled slug
slugs (Load 2 shoulder hits = strike

slugs - area on target
chamber (10,9,7)
empty -
Time starts
- Comence
firing)

1 15 yds 5 Double 00 10 seconds Standing-strong Double 00
buckshot (Load Srds shoulder Buckshot:

Buckshot - Hits in black =
chanber 2 pts (5rds x
empty - 9 pellets /rd
Time starts x 2 pts =90)
- Comence Minimum qual-
firing) Ifying = 70%

Rifle 1 25 yds 1-Srd mag. 45 sec. Standing-Barricade Minimum qual-
ifying =70%

2 25 yds 1-5rd mag. 45 sec. Standing

3 25 yds 1-5rd mag. 45 sec. Kneeling

4 25 yds 1-Srd mag. 45 sec. Prone

Note. - All firing is to be done only at night. Use of night simulation equipment during daylight is not allowable.
Use of site specific devices (i.e., laser, etc.) should be included in the licensee amended security plan for NRC
approval.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of 1991.,

For the Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

,

Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary of the Comission.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR PART 73

> RIN:3150-AD30

Physical Fitness Programs and Day Firing Qualifications
For Security Personnel at Category I Licensee Fuel Cycle Facilities

.

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) is proposing to amend

security personnel performance regulations for fuel cycle facilities

possessing formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material

(Category I licensees).

Certain security personnel at these facilities would be required to

participate in a continuing physical fitness program and pass according

to new criteria an annual performance test. In addition, these

individuals would be required to qualify and annually requalify according

to new criteria for day firing using their assigned weapons. This action

is necessary to ensure that security personnel are able to perform their

assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagements.

DATES: The coment period expires,on (Insert a date 90 days from

publication). Coments received after this date will be considered if it .

is practical to do so, but assurance of consideration cannot be given

unless coments are received on or before this date.



ADDRESSES: Mail written coments to: The Secretary of the Comission,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555, Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch. Coments may also be delivered to 11555

Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD, between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m on Federal

workdays. Copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no
,

significant impact and any coments received will be available for

examination and copying at the NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Street,
~

NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Harry Tovmassian, Division of

Regulatory Applications, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-

3634; or Ms. Carrie Brown, Division of Safeguards and Transportation,

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Comission, Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-0382.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

BACKGROUND

On November 10, 1988, the NRC published amendments to 10 CFR 73.46

which required fuel cycle licensees who possess formula quantities of

strategic special nuclear material (Category I licensee) to establish and.

train Tactical Response Teams (TRT)8, conduct periodic tactical

'" Tactical Response Team" means the primary response force for each shift
which can be identified by a distinctive item of uniform, armed with specified
weapons, and whose other duties permit imediate response.

2



exercises, and make available a force of guards' or armed response

personnel' to provide assistance to the TRT, as necessary. These

amendments also required that TRT members, armed response personnel, and

guards qualify and annually requalify for night firing with assigned

weapons by meetinJ new minimum qualification criteria specified in

Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 73. At that time, no need for specific

performance testing criteria was identified.

As a result of HRC observations of licensee guard performance

during a 1988 00E Central Training Academy course, the NRC requested

California State University at Hayward (CSUH) to examine the physical

fitness levels of security force personnel of licensees who possess

formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material. In the

subsequent study, CSUH noted that in an emergency situation, that may be

encountered by a TRT member, individuals need a cardiovascular reserve to

perform effectively. However, CSUH found that of 66 subjects tested, 26

percent had a poor level of cardiovascular fitness and an additional 29

percent were below average. Further, high body fat levels were noted

(e.g., 26 percent were classified as obese). Overall, the CSUH test

results indicated that a potentially significant number of guards may not

have a sufficient cardiovascular reserve for a TRT response situation,

particularly if they must exert themselves at a high intensity in order

'" Guard" means a uniformed individual armed with a firearm whose primary
duty is the protection of special nuc. lear material against theft, the
protection of a plant against radiological sabotage, or both;

'" Armed Response Personnel" means persons, not necessarily uniformed,
whose primary duty in the event of attempted theft of special nuclear material
or radiological sabotage shall be to respond, armed and equipped, to prevent
or delay such actions.

3
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to reach the scene of an incident or their designated post during a |

critical situation. Therefore, the Commission has concluded that'

criteria for physical performance testing of TRT members, armed response

personnel, and guards and the specification of a minimum ongoing ph.ysical

fitness training program are needed to ensure the needed level of

Accord (ngly, the NRC is proposing additional requirements rela-fitness.

tive to the physical fitness qualifications of security personnel.

Under these proposed regulations TRT membe'rs, armed response

personnel, and guards would be required to participate in annual physical

fitness performance testing. Individuals would be required to be

certified as medically fit by a licensed physician prior to participation

in the performance tests or in the training program designed to ensure

that the individuals achieve and maintain the required fitness level. In

addition, licensees will be required to assess the general fitness of

each participant every four months and to make modifications to the

individual's training regime, as necessary.

The minimum physical fitness training program needed to achieve the

necessary fitness levels has been separated into two elements. The first

element includes the training of individuals through cardiovascular

training activities such as running, bicycling, rowing, swimming, or

cross-country skiing. The individuals will be tested prior to assignment

as a TRT member and each year thereafter using the performance criteria

of a one-mile run in 8.5 minutes or less and a 40-yard dash starting from

a prone position in 8.0 seconds or'less. Likewise, armed response

personnel and guards will be required to participate in the physical-

fitness training program. However, the performance criteria for these

4
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individuals will be a 1/2 mile run in 4 minutes and 40 seconds or less

and a 40-yard dash starting from a prone position in 8.5 seconds or less.

The former criteria have been validated to test the fitness levels

required of individuals whose duties are to perform offensive combative

tasks, such as those required of TRT members. The latter criteria have

been validated to test the fitness levels required of individuals whose

duties are to perform defensive combative tasks, such as armed response
'

personnel and support guards'.

Tne second element of the physical fitness training program

involves musculoskeletal training (i.e., exercises which develop -

strength, flexibility, and endurance in the major muscle groups).

Although musculoskeletal training will be an integral part of the

physical fitness training program, performance criteria have not been

specified because to date there have been no validated studies which
-

establish the levels of strength, flexibility, and endurance required of

TRT members, armed response personnel, and guards under conditions of

strenuous tactical engagement. However, the effectiveness of the
,

musculoskeletal training will be included in the licensee's assessment

program and the results will be used to make appropriate modifications to

each individual's training regime.
|

Two documents have been prepared which may be used by licensees in j

developing physical fitness training programs and by physicians

responsible for the required medical examinations of per.sonnel 1

participating in the programs. ThE first, " Physical Fitness Training

* Telfair, W. D., et. al., United States Department of Energy Physical
Standards Validation Study, Professional Management. Associates, Inc., .|
September 30, 1982. -|

<



Reference Manual for Security Force Personnel at fuel Cycle Facilities

Possessing Formula Quantities of Strategic Special Nuclear Material,"

NUREG/CR-5690', provides information on designing and conducting a

physical fitness training program. The second, " Medical Screening

Reference Manual for Security Personnel at Category I Fuel Cycle

Facilities Posses ing Formula Quantities of Strategic Special Nuclear

Material," NUREG/CR-5689, is intended for use by the examining

physicians. These documents have been placed in'the Public Document Room

and are available for public inspection and copying.

In addition to proposing additional requirements for physical

fitness, the NRC is also proposing to amend its day firing qualification

criteria to make them consistent as to level of specificity and

proficiency with the night firing requirements published in 1988.

Although the proposed day firing criteria are more stringent than those

which currently are specified in the regulations, each individual TRT

member, armed response person, and guard is currently qualifying using

both the night firing criteria contained in 10 CFR Part 73 and day firing

criteria contained in the licensee's Weapon Qualification Plan that are

very similar to the criteria being proposed. Based on this fact and the

results of quarterly physical protection inspections of Tactical Response |

Teams for all assigned weapons, the staff believes that these individuals

readily should be able to qualify using the proposed day firing criteria.

' Copies of NUREGs may be purchase'd from the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082.

'

Copies are also available from the National Technical Information Service,
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. A copy is also available for ,

inspection or copying at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. |
'

(Lower Level), Washington, DC.

6
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Hence, the staff believes that these day firing criteria add no new

burden. None the less, since there has been no direct licensee

experience with these precise criteria, the NRC is requesting comment on

their appropriateness.

Finding of ko Significant Environmental Impact: Availability

The Commission has determined under the Haf.ional Environmental

Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in

Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51, that this rule, if adopted, would not be a

major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human

environment and therefore an Environmental Impact Statement is not

required. The proposed amendments will not adversely affect either the

safety of the operations carried out by licensees possessing formula

quantities of strategic special nuclear material nor the routine release

of, or exposures to, radioactivity. The amendments would: (1) specify

annual performance testing criteria and a minimum physical fitness

training program, and ensure that security force personnel can adequately

perform their duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagement;

and (2) provide the same level of specificity and proficiency in the day

firing weapons qualification criteria that is now present in the night

firing criteria.

The environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact

on which this determination is based is available for inspection at the

NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington,

DC. Single copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no

7
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significant impact are available from Mr. Harry Tovmassian, Office of

Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, (301) 492-3634.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT
.

.

This proposed rule amends information collection requirements that
~

are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et

seq.). The recordkeeping and reporting requirements in this rulemaking

have been submitted to the Office of Management and Budget for review and

approval of the information collection and recordkeeping requirements.

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is

estimated to average 44 hours per response, including the time for

reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and

maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection

of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any

other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for

reducing this burden, to the Information and Records Management Branch

(MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555;

and to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,

NE0B-3019,(3150-0002), Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC

20503.
|

,

|

,
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

The Comission has prepared a draft regulatory analysis on this

proposed amendment. The analysis examines the costs and benefits of the

alternatives considered by the Comission. The draft analysis is

available for inshection in the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street,

NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. Single copies of the analysis may be

obtained from Ms. Carrie Brown, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555,

(301) 492-0382.

Regulatory Flexibility Certification

As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C.

605(b), the Comission certifies that this rulemaking will not have a

significant economic impact upon a substantial number of small entities.

The proposed rule would affect two licensees who operate fuel facilities

possessing formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material

licensed in accordance with 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73. The companies that

own these plants do not fall within the scope of the definition of "small

entities" set forth in the Regulatory Flexibi'lity Act or the Small

Business Standards set out in regulations issued by the Small Business

Administration in 13 CFR Part 121. Furthermore, if a small entity were

to apply for a license to possess formula quantities of strategic special

nuclear material pursuant- to 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73, the proposed rule by

itself would not have a significant economic impact on their operations

9
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because the economic impact would be dominated-by the existing

requirements for physical security and nuclear material control and

accounting. Thus, this rule does not fall within the purview of the act.

Backfit Analysis
|

<

The NRC has determined that the backfit rule,10 CFR 50.109, does

not apply to this proposed rule because these amendments do' not impose

requirements on existing 10 CFR Part 50 licensees. Therefore, the NRC

has determined that a backfit analysis is not required for this proposed

rul e.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 73

Part 73 - Criminal Penalty, Hazardous materials-transportation,

Incorporation by reference, Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and

reactors, Penalty, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Security
,

measures.

For the. reasons set out in the preamble and. under the authority of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act

of 1974, as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the

following amendments to 10 CFR Part 73.

.

10
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PART 73--PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF PLANTS AND MATERIALS

1. The authority citation for 10 CFR Part 73 continues to read as

follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 53, 161, 68 Stat. 930, 948, as amended, sec. 147,
!

94 Stat. 780 (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2167, 2201); sec. 201, as amended, 204, 88

Stat. 1242, as amended, 1245 (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5844).
~

Section 73.1 also issued under secs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425, 96

Stat. 2232, 2241 (42 U.S.C. 10155, 10161). Section 73.37(f) also issued

under sec. 301, Pub. L. 96-295, 94 Stat. 789 (42 U.S.C. 5841 note).

Section 73.57 is issued under sec. 606, Pub. L. 99-399, 100 Stat. 876 (42

U.S.C. 2169).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended, (42 U.S.C.

2273); il 73.21, 73.37(g), and 73.55 are issued under sec.161b, 68

Stat. :.18, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); il 73.20, 73.24, 73.25,
.

73.26, 73.27, 73.37, 73.40, 73.45, 73.46, 73.50, 73.55, and 73.67 are

issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(i)); and

il 73.20(c)(1), 73.24(b)(1), 73.26(b)(3), (h)(6), and (k)(4), 73.27(a)

and (b), 73.37(f), 73.40(b) and (d), 73.46(g)(6) and (h)(2), 73.50(g)(2),

(3(111)(8), and (h), 73.55(h)(2) and (4)(iii)(B), 73.57, 73.70, 73.71,

and 73.72 are issued under sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C

2201(o)).

2. In 6 73.46 paragraphs (b)(4), (b)(7), and (1) are revised and

new paragraphs (b)(10) and (b)(ll) are added to read as follows:

11
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6 73.46 Fixed site ohysical orotection systems. subsystems. components._
'

and orocedurgi.

* * * * *

(b) * * *

:(4) The licensee may not permit an individual to act as a Tactical
|Response Team member, armed response person, or guard unless the

individual has been trained, equipped, and qualified to perform each

assigned security duty in accordance with Appendix B of this part,

" General Criteria for Security Personnel." In addition, Tactical

Response Teata members, armed response personnel, and guards shall be

trained, equipped, and qualified in accordance with paragraphs (b)(6),

(b)(7), (b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section. Upon the request of an

authorized representative of the Commission, the licensee shall

demonstrate the ability of the physical security personnel, whether

licensee or contractor employees, to carry out their assigned duties and

responsibilities. Each Tactical Response Team member, armed response

person, and guard, whether a licensee or contractor employee, shall

requalify in accordance with Appendix B of this part. Tactical Response

Team members, armed response personnel, and guards shall also requalify

in accordance with paragraph (b)(7) of this section at least every

twelve (12) months. The licensee shall document the results of the

qualification and requalification. The licensee shall retain the

documentation of each qualification and requalification as a record for

three years after each qualification and requalification.

* * * * *

|

l

!
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(7) In addition to the weapons qualification and requalification

criteria of Appendix B of this part, Tactical Response Team members,

armed response personnel, and guards shall qualify and requalify, at

least every twelve (12) months, for day and night firing with assigned

weapons in accordance with Appendix H of this part. Tactical Response

Team members, armed response personnel, and guards shall be permitted to

practice fire prior to qualification and requalification but shall be
' f a Tactical Responsegiven only one opportunity to fire for record. I

Team member, armed response person, or guard fails to qualify, the

licensee shall remove the individual from security duties which require

the use of firearms and may retrain the individual. At least seven (7)

calendar days must elapse before another attempt at qualification is

permitted. If an individual fails to qualify or requalify in three (3)

consecutive attempts, at least twelve (12) months must elapse before

another attempt at qualification or requalification is permitted.

(i) In addition, Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall be prepared to demonstrate their day and

night firing qualification with their assigned weapons at any time upon

request by an authorized representative of the NRC.

(ii) The licensee or the licensee's agent shall document the

results of weapons qualification and requalification far day and night

'fi ri ng. The licensee shall retain the documentation c f each ;

qualification and requalification as a record for 3 years after each ;
i

qualification and requalification. ' ;

i

* * * * *

13



(10) In addition to the physical fitness qualifications of |
1

paragraph I.C of Appendix B of this part, each Tactical Respc...e Team

member, armed response person, and guard shall participate in a physical
i

fitness training program on a continuing basis.

(i) The elements of the physical fitness training program must 1

1
,

include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:

(A) Training sessions of sufficient frequency, duration, and

intensity to be of aerobic benefit, e.g., normally a frequency of three

times per week, maintaining an intensity of approximately 75% of maximum

heart rate for twenty minutes;

(B) Activities that use large muscle groups, that can be

maintained continuously, and that are rhythmical and aerobic in nature,

e.g., running, bicycling, rowing, swimming, or cross-country skiing; and

(C) Husculoskelet 1 training exercises that develop strength,

flexibility, and endurance in the major muscle groups, e.g., legs, arms,

and shoulders.

(ii) The licensee shall assess Tactical Response Team members,

armed response personnel, and guards for general fitness once every four

months to determine the continued effectiveness of the ongoing physical

fitness training program. Assessments must include a recent health

history, measures of cardiovascular fitness, percent of body fat,

flexibility, muscular strength, and endurance. Individual exercise

programs must be modified consistent with the needs of each participating

Tactical Response Team member, armbd response person, and guard and

consistent with the environments in which they must be prepared to

perform their duties.

14
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(iii) Within thirty (30) days prior to participation in the

physical fitness training program, the licensee shall give Tactical

Response Team members, armed response personnel, and guards a medical

examination including a determination and written certification by a

licensed physician that there are no medical contraindications, as
,

disclosed by the medical examination, to participation in the physical

fitness training program. ,

(iv) Licensees may temporarily waive an individual's participation

in the physical fitness training program on the advice of the licensee's

examining physician, during which time the individual may not be assigned

duties as a Tactical Response Team member.

(11) In addition to the physical fitness demonstration contained

in paragraph I.C of Appendix B of this part, Tactical Response Team

members, armed response personnel, and guards shall meet or exceed
,

qualification criteria as defined in paragraphs (b)(11)(1) through

(b)(11)(v) of this section initially and at least every twelve (12)

months thereafter.

(1) For Tactical Response Team members the criteria are a one-mile

run in 8 minutes and 30 seconds or less, and a 40-yard dash starting from

a prone position in 8 seconds or less. For armed response personnel and

guards that are not members of the Tactical Response Team the criteria

are a one-half- mile run in a minutes and 40 seconds or less and a 40-yard

dash starting from a pron 1 position in 8.5 seconds or less. The test may

be taken in ordinary athletic attire under the supervision of licensee
i

designated personnel. The licensee shall retain a record of each

individual's performance for three years.

15



(ii) Incumbent Tactical Response Team members, armed response

personnel, and guards shall meet or exceed the qualification criteria

within six (6) months of NRC approval of the licensee's revised Fixed

Site Physical Protection Plan. New employees hired after the approval

date shall meet or exceed the qualification criteria prior to assignment
!

as a Tactical Response Team member, armed response person, or guard.

(iii) Within thirty days prior to participation in the physical

performance testing, Tactical Response Team memb'rs, armed responsee

personnel, and guards shall be given a medical examination including a

determination and written certification by a licensed physician that

there are no medical contraindications, as disclosed by the medical

examination, to participation in the physical performance testing. This

requirement shall apply to initial and all subsequent physical

performance testing.

(iv) The licensee shall place Tactical Response Team members,

armed response persons, and guards who do not meet or exceed the

qualification criteria in a monitored remedial physical fitness training

program and relieve them of security duties which require the use of

firearms. Individuals in the remedial physical fitness training program

shall have a maximum of three (3) months to satisfactorily meet or exceed

the qualification criteria.

(v) Licensees may temporarily waive the annual qualification

testing for an individual on the advice of the licensee's examining

physician, during which time the in'dividual shall not be assigned duties

as a Tactical Response Team member.

* * * * *

16
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(i) .imolementation schedule for revisions to ohysical orotection
i

k*

(1) By (Insert a date 90 days after the effective date of these

amendments) each licensee shall submit a revised Fixed Site Physical

Protection Plan to.the NRC for approval. The revised plan must describe
|

how the licensee will comply with the requirements of paragraphs (b)(7),

(b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section. Revised plans must be mailed to

the Director, Division of Safeguards and Transportation, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

(2) Each licensee shall implement the approved plan relative to

paragraphs (b)(7), (b)(10), and (b)(11) of this section within 180 days

after NRC approval of the revised Fixed Site Physical Protection Plan.

3. Appendix H is revised to read as follows:

17



APPEN0!X H - VEAPONS QUALIFICAi!ON CRITERIA

The B-27 Target will be used for all weapon qualification testing

Table H-1 Mininsa Day Firing Criteria'
(see footnotes at end of Table H 1)

Weapon Stage S tri ng' Distance Nder Timing' Position Scoring
of rounds

Handgun' 1 1 3 yards 6 9 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds 70% =

2 (repeat 2 times) 3 qualified,
3 seconds each string maximum pos-

sible = 300 '
points, minimum
required = 210
points

n
2 1 7 yards 6 10 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds'

2 at center mass and 1
round at the head
(repeat once) 5 seconds
each string

3 1 7 yards 6 12 seconds Using weaker hand only,
2 (4 seconds at the low ready post-
3 each tion, fire 2 rounds

string) (repeat twice)

4 1 10 yards 2 4 seconds Oraw and fire 2 rounds,
come to low ready
position

2 to yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds in low
ready position and
reholster

3 10 yards 4 12 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
(revolver) reload wita 6 rounds,

10 seconds fire 2 rounds and
(semi- reholster
automatic)

4 10 yards 2 4 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
come to low ready
position

5 10 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds in low
ready position and
reholster

5 1 15 yards 2 5 seconds Standing, draw weapon,
go to kneeling post-
tion, then fire 2

rounds and reholster

2 15 yards 2; 5 seconds Standing, draw weapon,
go to kneeling post-
tion, then fire 2

rounds and reholster

18
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Table H-1 Mintaan Day Firing Criteria' - Continued
(see footnotes at end of Table H-1)

Weapon Stage String * Distance- thauber Tleing'. Position Scoring
of rounds

Handgun' S 3 14 yards 4 14 seconds Standing, draw weapon, 70% =

(Cont'd) (revolver) fire 2 rounds, reload quellfled,
12 seconds with 6. rounds, move to maximan pos-
(sest- kneeling position and slble = 300
autenatic) fire 2 rounds, reload points, minta m

with 6 rounds and ' required = 210
points

4 14 yards 2 5 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2
rounds standing, come
to low ready position
and.

5 14 yards 2 3 seconds Fire 2 rounds'

,

6 1 25 yards 2 5 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
standing, left side of
barricade

2 25 yards 2 5 seconds Draw and fire 2 rounds,
right side of barricade
(standing)

,

3 25 yards 4 15 seconds Oraw weapon and from.
(revolver)- standing to kneeling
12 seconds position, fire 2 .

(saml- rounds, left side of
automatic) barricade, reload with

6 rounds, and still in

the kneeling position,
fire 2 rounds right
side of barricade

4 25 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and go from
standing to prone, fire
2 rounds

5 25 yards 2 10 seconds Draw weapon and go from
standing to prone, fire
2 rounds

' ~

1

7 1 50 yards 2 8 seconds Oraw weapon and fire 2 I
rounds from a standing I

barricade position i

(right or lef t side.
shooter's option)

2 50 yards '2 10 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2- |

rounds from a kneeling |
barricade position -l
(right or left side, l

lshooter's option)

3 50 yards 2 l. 12 seconds Draw weapon and fire 2 i
rounds from prone post- ]
tion '

9
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Table H-1 Mininun Day Firing Criterta' - Continued
(see footnotes at and of Table H 1)

Vespon Stage String * Distance Number itaing' Position Scoring
of rounds

Shotgun' 1 1 7 yards 2 Double 00 4 seconds At low ready position 70% = quellfles
buck shot fire 2 rounds standing (Maximus g4,

Minimum =65)
(each pellet in
black target
ares equals 1- ,

point)'

2 1 15 yards 4 Double 00 15 seconds At low ready position
2 buck shot fire 2 rounds stand-

ing, reload and fire
2 rounds

3 1 25 yards 4 rifled 20 seconds On connend, load 4 (10,9.'8,7
2 slugs rtfled slugs and fire points are

2 rounds standing and available for
2 rounds kneeling. each hit as

indicated)

Rifle' 1 1 15 yards 6 10 seconds Standing in low ready 70% = quellfles
2 (4 seconds position, to standing (Maximun = 150
3 for let point shoulder (1 points, Ninteue

string, 3 magazine loaded with 6 = 105 points,
seconds rounds, weapon in based on 5
for each half-load configu- point incro-
of 2nd and ration) safety on monts)
3rd beginning of each

| string) string, fire 2 rounds
( per string

2 1 25 yards 6 11 seconds Standing in low readyi

2 (5 seconds position, to standing'

3 for 1st point shoulder (1
string, 3 magazine loaded with 6
seconds rounds, weapon in
for each half-load configu-
of 2nd and ration) safety on

** 3rd beginning of each
string) string, fire 2 rounds

per string

3 1 25 yards 6 17 seconds Standing in low ready
2 (7 seconds position, to kneeling
3 for 1st point shoulder (1

string, 5 magazine loaded with 6
seconds rounds, weapon in
for each half load configu-
of 2nd and ration) safety on
3rd beginning of each
string) string, fire 2 rounds

per string

i |

!

..

I 20
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Table H-1 Mintmn Day Firing Criterts' - Continued
(see footnotes at end of Table H 1)

Weapon Stage String' Olstance Number Timing' Position Scoring
of rounds ,

.

Rifle' 4 1 50 yards 4 16 seconds (9 Standing in low 10% =

(Cont'd) 2 seconds for ready position, to qualifies
1st string, 7 kneeling point (Maxinus a
second for shoulder (1 magazine 150 points.
2nd string) loaded with 4 Mininun =

rounds, weapon in 105 points.
half load configura- based on 5*.

tion) safety on point
beginning of each increments)
string, fire 2
rounds per string

5' 1 50 yards 4 20 seconds Standing in low
ready position, go
to prone (weapon in
half-load configu-
ration) safety on
with two magazines
each loaded with 2
rounda, fire 2
rounds, eject first
magazine, reload
with 2nd magazine
and fire 2 rounds

6' 1 100 yards 4 25 seconda Standing in low
ready position, go
to prone (weapon in
half-load configu-
ration) safety on
two magazines each
loaded with 2
rounds, fire 2
rounds, eject first
magazine, reload
with 2nd magazine
and fire 2 rounds

footnotes
1. This day firing qualifications course is to be used by all TRT mernbers, erned response personnel, and

guards.
2. A string is one of the different phases within a single stage.
3. Security force personnel will be timed as shown. ;

4 Stages 5 and 6 are only to be used for .30 caliber rifles.

!

I

i

I

,
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Table H-2 Minlaan Night Firing Criteria

Weapon Stage Distance No. of Timing Position Scoring Lighting
Rounds

Handgun 1 1 yds 12 35 Standing-no Mintaan ior all-
(Rev.) seconds artificial qualifying = courtes

support 70% 0.2 foot-
candles at

2 15 yds !! 45 center
seconds m as of

target
Handgun 1 7 yds 2 + clip 30 Standing-no area
(Semi-) seconds artificial

support
2 15 yds 2 + clip 40

seconds-

Shotgun 1 25 yds 2 rifled 9 x onds Stinding-strong Rifled slug*

slugs (Load 2 shoulder hits = strike
slugs - area on target
chamber (10. g, 7)
engty -

Time starts
- Commence
firino)

1 15 yds 5 Double 00 10 seconds Standing-strong Double 00
buckshot (Load $rds shoulder Buckshot:

Buckshot - Hits in black =
chamber 2 pts (5rds x
empty - g pellets /rd
Time starts x 2 pts =90)
- Comnence Mininas qual-
firino) ifyino = 701

Rifle 1 25 yds 1-Srd mag. 45 sec. Standing-Barricade Mininsa qual-
Ifying =70%

2 25 yds 1-Srd mag. 45 sec. Standing

3 25 yds 1-5rd mag. 45 sec. Kneeling

4 25 yds 1-5td mag. 45 sec. Prone

Note. - All firing is to be done only at night. Use of night simulation equipment during daylight is not allowable.
Use of site specific devices (i.e., laser, etc.) should be included in the licensee amended security plan for NRC
approv.il.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of 1991.,

For the Nuclear Regulatory Comission,

i

Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary of the Comission.

22
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to reach the scene of an incident or their designated post during a

critical situation. Therefore, the Comission has concluded that

criteria for poysical performance testing of TRT members, armed response

personnel, and guards and the specification of a minimum ongoing physical
Oi alMkfitness training program are needed to usure the rquueu--level of

fitness. Accordiligly, the NRC is proposing additional requirements rela-
*tive to the physical fitness qualitication .

Under these proposed regulations TRT members, armed response

personnel, and guards would be required to participate in annual physical

fitness performance testing. Individuals would be required to be

certified as medically fit by a licensed physician prior to participation

in the performance tests or in the training program designed to ensure

that the individuals achieve and maintain the required fitness level. In

addition, licensees will be required to assess the general fitness of

each participant every four months and to make modifications to the

individual's training regime, as necessary.

The minimum physical fitness training program needed to achieve the

necessary fitness levels has been separated into two elements. The first

element includes the training of individuals through cardiovascular

training activities such as running, bicycling, rowing, swi ming, or

cross-country skiing. The individuals will be tested prior to assignment

as a TRT member and each year thereafter using the performance criteria

of a one-mile run in 8.5 minutes or less and a 40-yard dash starting from

a prone position in 8.0 seconds or:less. Likewise, armed response

personnel and guards will be required to participate in the physical .

fitness training program. However, the performance criteria for these

4
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tience, the staff believes that these day firing criteria add no new

None the less, since there has been no direct licenseeburden.

experience with these precise criteria, the NRC is requesting coment on

their appropriateness.

Availability
Finding of'no Significant Environmental Impact:

The Comission has determined under the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the Comission's regulations in

Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51, that this rule, if adopted, would not be a

major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human

environment and therefore an Environmental Impact Statement is not ~

fi her the safety of the
required. The proposed amendments wil

operations carried out by licensees possessing formula quantities of

strategic special nuclear materialfor the routine release of, or

exposures to, radioactivity. The amendments would:
(1) specify annual

performance testing criteria and a minimum physical fitness training

program, and ensure that security force personnel can adequately perform

their duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagement; and (2)

provide the same level of specificity and proficiency in the day firing

weapons qualification criteria that is now present in the night firing

criteria.
The environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact

on which this determination is based is available for inspection at the

iiRC Nblic Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington,

Single copies of the environmental assessment and finding of noDC.

7 1



significant impact are available from Mr. Harry Tovmassian, Office of

Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC 20555, (301) 492-3634.

,-PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT,

This proposed rule amends information collection requiremer.ts that

are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et

seq.). The recordkeeping and reporting requirements in this rulemaking

have been submitted to the Office of Management and Budget for review and

approval of the information collection and recordkeeping requirements.

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is

estimated to average urs per response, including the time for

reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and

maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection

of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any

other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for

reducing this burden, to the Information and Records Management Branch

(MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555;

and to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,

NE08-3019,(3150-0002), Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC

20503.

.

8
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because the economic impact would be dominated by the existing

requirements for physical security and nuclear material control and

accounting. Thus, this rule does not fall within the purview of the act.

Backfit Analysis
,

The NRC has determined that the backfit rule,10 CFR 50.109, does

not apply to this proposed rule and, therefore, a backfit analysis is not

required for this proposed rule, since these amendments do not involve

any provisions which would impose backfits # h fi d h 10 CFR 50.109 I

(a)(1).

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 73

Part 73 - Criminal Penalty, Hazardous materials-transportation,

Incorporation by reference, Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and

reactors, Penalty, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Security,.

measures.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the' authority of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act

of 1974, as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the

following amendments to 10 CFR Part 73.

b

10
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,1 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'd 8 WASHINGTON D C. 20$55

Q%s ,/
.....

The Honorable Philip R. Sharp, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and Power
Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC.has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the'
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Commission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public comment
period.

Sincerely, ,

Ia r'4v,

Eric S. Beckjord, Qhector
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Representative Carlos J. Moorhead,
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5 .i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
*

/ WASHINGTON. D.C. 20665- o

.....

The Honorable Bob Graham, Chairman#

Subcommittee on' Nuclear Regulation
ICommittee on Environment and Public Works

United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These' proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions' of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Commission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public comment
period.

Sincerely,

D'G g- ;.,

A
Eric S. Beckjord, Di octor'
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research <

.

Enclosure: As' stated
: >

cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson
.
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The Honorable Peter H( Kostmayer, Chaiiman
Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authoriz,ed to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Commission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public comment
period.

Sincerely,

%*
-

Eric S. Beckjord, 0~ g ctor
Office of Nuclear R blatory Research

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Representative John J. Rhodes
,

n
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The Honorable Peter H. Kostmayer, Chairman
Subcomittee on Energy and the Environment
Comittee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515 .

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authoriz,ed to possess formula quantitles of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perfonn their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Comission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public coment
period.

Sincerely,

'
-

Eric S. Beckjord, D ( ctor
Office of Nuclear Reg 61atory Research

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Representative John J. Rhodes
.
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* # WASHINoTON D.C. 20666
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The Honorable Bob Gr.aham, Chairman
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Comittee on Environment and Public 1(orks
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20b10

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Commission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public comment
period.

Sincerely,

h
.,

G @M l
,

Eric S. Beckjord, Ditector
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson. 1-

|
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{ ._ ,1 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20566o,
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The Honorable Philip /R. Sharp, Chairman
Subcomittee on Energy and Power
Comittee on Energy and Comerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515 .

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Comission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public commt
period.

Sircerely,

Q v.

EricS.Beckjord, hector
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Representative Carlos J. Moorhead
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The Honorable Bob Graham, Chairman
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if. adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of<

strategic special nuclear material to pass according.to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified _ for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties.under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Commission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public comment
period.

Sincerely,

ORIGINMD SIGEE) BY

Eric S. Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated
cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson
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The Honorable Bob Graham, Chairman
Subcomittee on Nuclear Regulation
Comittee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. ' The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these

amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Comission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public coment
period.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNE BY

Eric S. Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated
cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson
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The Honorable Bob Graham, Chairman
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better ensure that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Commission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public comment
period.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BT

Eric S. Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated
cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson

,
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The Honorable Bob Graham, Chairman
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The NRC has sent to the Office of the Federal Register for publication the
enclosed proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73. The anendments, if adopted,
would require licensees who are authorized to possess formula quantities of
strategic special nuclear material to pass according to new criteria an annual
physical fitness performance test and maintain a minimum ongoing physical
fitness training program for its security force personnel. In addition, these
amendments will require that security force personnel be qualified for use of
assigned weapons using new day firing qualification criteria.

These proposed amendments will better enu.:< u that security personnel are able
to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagement.

The Commission is issuing the proposed rule for a 90-day public comment
period.

Sincerely,

ORrantAL SIGNED BY

Eric S. Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated
cc: Senator Alan K. Simpson
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
Fo- the Proposed Rule Amending 10 CFR 73 and Appendix H

Annual Physical Fitness Performance Testing and Day Firing
Qualifications for Tactical Response Team Members,

Arred Response Personnel, and Guards

I. Introduction

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend 10 CFR
Part 73 which contains safeguards requirements affecting licensees authorized
to possess formula quantities of Strategic Special Nuclear Material (SSNM).
These amendments would provide criteria for physical performance training
program for, and (2) criteria for annual physical performance testing of
members of their Tactical Response Teams (TRT), armed response personnel, and
guards. In addition, it proposes to augment the current Appendix H which
specifies the night firing qualification criteria with qualification
requirements for day firing of the same level of specificity and proficiency.
These requirements have been proposed in order to ensure that guards at such
facilities are physically fit to perform their duties under conditions of
strenuous tactical engagement and are qualified to use their weapons.

II. Need for Action

Currently, NRC licensed fuel fabrication facilities possessing formula <

quantities of strategic special nuclear material are required to establish and
train Tactical Response Teams and to make available a force of armed response
personnel or guards to provide assistance in the event of a hostile engage-
ment. The NRC has concluded that implementation of these requirements may not
be completely effective from~ observing the performance of some licensee-guards
who' participated in a Department cf Energy (DOE) training exercise. After
subsequent examination'of the DOE guard training and testing program, the NRC
has determined that specific criteria for the physical training and. testing of
TRT members, armed response personnel, and guards are needed.

The NRC is proposing to revise Appendix H of 10 CFR Part 73 to include
day firing qualification criteria. This amendment would update the day firing
qualification criteria for security force personnel and at the same time bring
them _to the same level of specificity and proficiency as those in use for
night firing.

III. Environmental Impact of the. Proposed Action
;

These amendments will affect neither the safety of operation nor the
routine release of, or exposure to, radioactivity from the fuel facilities
possessing formula quantities ~ of SSNM.

The following two amendments are proposed: (1) annual physical fitness
performance testing and (2) day firing qualification criteria for secur.'tv
force personnel using all assigned weapons. Neither of these measurer has any
identifiable environmental impacts.

~
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IV. Alternative to the Proposed Action.

Section 102(2)(E) of NEPA provides that agencies of the Federal
Government shall " study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to
recomended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved
conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources." The objective
of these amendments is to provide greater assurance that the security per-
sonnel capabilities at fuel facilities possessing formula quantities of SSNM
are maintained at a level comensurate with their responsibilities.

Two alternativesito the proposed amendments were examined. The first was
to take no action and leave the physical fitness of TRT members, armed
response personnel, and guards to the licensee's discretion and allow licens-
ees to continue to use the weapons qualification criteria in 10 CFR Part 73
Appendix B. This alternative was rejected because based upon the observed
performance of some licensee guards, there is not sufficient assurance that
the existing requirements are being implemented effectively. The second
altertiative considered was to impo.1 these requirements on fuel fabrication
facilities through the issuance of license conditions, orders, or regulatory
guides. This alternative was rejected because the requirements to be modified
are currently codified in the Code of Federal Regulations and amendments to
them should be imposed through formal rulemaking. Also, formal rulemaking has
the additional benefit of public participation in the rulemaking process.

V. Alternative Use of Resources

Subsequent to the submission of the licensee's Fixed Site Physical
Protection Plans, the NRC will use about three staff weeks to review and
approve the plans.

VI. Agencies and Persons Consulted

During the development of the proposed amendments, Mr. Philip Arzino from
California State . University at Hayward, and cognizant officials and managers
at the Department of Energy were consulted. Furthermore, an expert review
panel comprised of three members of the American College of Sports Medicine
provided independent views and recomendations. The panel members were Dr. D.
W. Hill, Ph.D. , Dr. T. A. Kaplan, M.D. , and Dr. J. E. Young, M.D. , Ph.D.

VII. Finding of No Significant Impact: Availability

The Comission has determined under the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969, as amended, and the Comission's regulations in Subpart A of 10 CFR
Part 51, that the proposed amendments are not a major Federal action signifi-
cantly affecting the quality of the human environment, and therefore, an
environmental impact statement is not required. The proposed amendments would
establish criteria for physical fitness training programs and. periodic
performance testing. The amendments will also update day firing qualification
criteria. Neither of these actions will have a significant impact upon the
environment.

2
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS' ;

1. STATEHENT OF THE PROBLEM'*

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend security.

personnel performance regulations in 10 CFR Part 73 for licensees possessing >

formula quantities of strategic special nuclear material. The following
upgrades in security personnel performance regulations are being proposed: .

4

Physical Fitness Performance Testina

.

The. proposed amendment would impose specific criteria for annual physical-
fitness performance testing of Tactical Response Team members, armed response q

personnel, and guards at Category I licensee fuel cycle facilities. Current . !
"

regulations specify that security personnel have no physical-weaknesses.that
would adversely affect the. performance of their assigne'd duties. However, no -

regulatory criteria currently exist for assessing whether security personnel
are physically fit to perform their duties. Criteria for- annual physical
fitness performance testing for security force personnel would better ensure-

'that security personnel are capable of performing their assigned duties in the-
event of a strenuous tactical engagement.

,

Day Firina Oualification and Reaualification

The proposed amendment would impose specific criteria for Tactical
Response Team members, armed response personnel, and guards to qualify and

periodically requalify utilizing specific updated qualification criteria for
day firing of all assigned weapons. Current regulations require' day firing

;

qualification and requalification using a national police course or ' equivalent j

for handguns and an NRA or nationally recognized course for semi-automatic

weapons. Key elements, such as firing: positions, firing distances, reloading, . . ;

and firing with the weaker hand are missing from.the' current day... firing
qualification criteria making it inconsistent with' the night firing course, as

.

,,
.the latter currently appears in 10 CFR Part 73, Appendix H.

g
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1.1 Need for Proposed Amendments

This rulemaking will amend Part 73 of the Commission's regulations,
" Physical Protection of Plants and Materials." Category I licensee Tactical
hesponse Team members, armed response persor.nel, and guards are required to

participate in periodic exercises to demonstrate security force effectiveness
(10 CFR 73.46(b)(9)).' However, during a 1988 DOE Central' Training Academy
course, NRC observers detected that some of the NRC licensee security force
personnel were unable to participate in some of the tactical exercises. This
observation led the NRC staff to question whether the current regulations are
providing adequate assurance that security force personnel are physically fit
and able to perform their duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagements. Upon further study of this question, as discussed in the
applicable Federal Register Notice, the staff concluded that the above
tactical exercises did offer a viable representation of the sorts of actions
Category I licensee personnel may be required to take and that specific
criteria were needed to assure that such personnel would be physically capable

of taking such actions.

1.2 Applicable NRC Licensees

The proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 73 will impact two NRC Category I

fuel cycle licensees.

1.3 Relationshio to Other Existina or Proposed Reaulations

There are no apparent conflicts or overlaps with other NRC regulations or

policies nor with other agencies' regulations or policies.

.

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE RULE

:

The objectives of the proposed amendments are to (1) provide greater
assurance that the security force personnel, at facilities possessing formula
quantities of strategic special nuclear material are capable to perform their
duties under conditions of strenuous tactical engagements and (2) ensure that

2
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security force personnel are qualified for day firing of their assigned
weapons using updated criteria which are consistent with those used for night
firing.

3. ALTERNATIVES TO THE ROLE

Three options ar'e considered 'in this regulatory analysis. Summaries of

the alternatives are provided in this section.

3.1 Ootion 1: No Action By the NRC

The following are the results of pursuing this option:

(1) There would continue to be no performance testing criteria or
criteria and, therefore, there would be no confidence that security personnel
are able to perform their assigned duties under conditions of strenuous
tactical engagement.

(2) An outdated day firing qualification course which is inconsistent
with the course required for night firing would continue to be required.

3.2 00 tion 2: Imoosition fhrouch Non-Rulemakino Acoroaches

Since the existing regulations in 10 CFR 73.46 Appendix B require that
all Tactical Response Team members, armed response personnel, and guards are

physically able to perform their duti;., the NRC could impose the proposed
requirements through issuance of an order, imposing the criteria contained in
the proposed rule. Alternatively, the Commission could issue a regulatory
guide containing the criteria to clarify to the licensee what is acceptable
qualification. Each of these mechanisms would necessitate that each
Category I fuel facility licensee revise current Fixed Site Physical
Protection Plans to include:

3



(1) annual physical fitness performance testing and a minimum continuing
physical fitness training program for the facilities security force personnel;
and

(2) the NRC specified day firing qualification course using all assigned
weapons.

3.3 Oplign 3: Adont the Proposed Amendments

The result of following this option is the same as Option 2 for the two
licensees in question. However, this option has the advantage of obtaining
comments on the issues from the public prior to promulgation of the final

rule.

4. [0NSE0VENCES

This section discusses the expected costs and benefits of implementing

the identified alternatives. The information used to determine the con-
sequences associated with the rule were based on discussions with NRC staff,
cognizant personnel and managers from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, California State University-Hayward, and discussions with
the managers of YMCAs in areas near the applicable Category I fuel facility
licensees concerning the cost of using these clubs as training facilities.'

Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 discuss the impact on the two facilities listed in
Section 1.2 above, the NRC, and others, respectively.

I

4.1 Imoacts on Industry

This section describes the costs that are expected to be incurred by the 1

two licensees. The cost of pursuing Option 1 is zero. The costs of-pursuing
Options 2 and 3 are essentially identical to one another. ,

j
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4.1.1 Physical Fitness Performance Trainina

Security force personnel would be required to participate in an ongoing
physical training program it order to meet the performance criteria specified
in the rule. Therefore, the cost of this requirement would be the labor cost
for security force personnel while they participate in the program and the
costs associated with'the training facilities. To obtain the estimated
incremental costs of this regulation, the cost licensees are incurring to meet
existing physical training requirements is subtracted from the cost of this
rule.

4.1.1.1 Labor Cost Estimate

In this section of the regulatory analysis, the labor cost will be
estimated assuming that the licensee has no physical fitness training program
at all. The adjustment required to account for the fact that licensees
currently are required to have an annual physical demonstration will be
covered in Section 4.1.1.4, where the total incremental cost is addressed.

The average hourly basic pay rate for security force personnel was
solicited separately for each site. This analysis assumes that fully loaded
labor costs will be double the average hourly rate. This analysis also
assumes that each guard is to take three 1-hour training sessions per week
with up to two hours of travel per week for off-site training and that each
facility employs 110 guards. Thus, if each guard has 5 hours per week of
training related time, and trains for 50 weeks per year, each facility will ,

lrequire 27,500 hours of security personnel time annually to meet the physical
fitness training requirement in this proposed rule. The estimated annual
labor cost for Plant A is $627,000 and for Plant B is $467,500. The total
estimated annual labor cost for both plants is $1,094,500. The total
estimated lifetime cost, assuming a 30 year period with a 5 percent discount
rate, is $16.9 million. The calculation of these labor cost estimates is
summarized in Table 1.

5 ,
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4.1.1.2 Club Membershio Estimate 1

In this section of the regulatory analysis, the club membership cost will
be estimated assuming that the licensee has no physical fitness training

program at all.
For the purpose of this analysis, the annual corporate cost for a

physical fitness training program was obtained from YMCAs near the applicable
'

fuel cycle facilities. Each facility's annual health club (i.e., YMCA) costs
were ascertained separately. For each guard, these menberships would cost

$115 and $50 per year for Plant A and Plant B, respectively. The combined
total annual cost is $18,150. The combined total cost, over a 30 year life
cycle assuming a discount rate of 5 percent, is approximately $.3 million.
The estimated health club membership costs are summarized in Table 2.

The proposed amendment does not require health club or YMCA membership.
Most of the objectives of the annual physical fitness performance testing and
the physical fitness training prograrn may be accomplished through use of
publicly available facilities without sophisticated equipment. Therefore, the
cost estimates in this section may overstate the impact on the industry.
However, the club membership costs are small in comparison to the labor costs.
Therefore, savings derived from pursuing a less costly approach would not
affect the conclusions of this analysis.

4.1.1.3 Other Costs

As part of the physical training program, licensees will be required to
perform assessments of the effectiveness of the program for each participant
every four months. The California State University-Hayward has estimated that

each assessment would take about 20 minutes. Since these assessments would

probably occur during the participant's normal training time and are rela-
tively infrequent, no additional costs were assumed for the assessments.

The cost of obtaining initial and yearly medical examinations was also
not considered in this analysis because security force personnel are currently
required to have such examinations pursuant to 10 CFR Part 73, Appendix B.

6
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4.1.1.4 Iqt.al Costs

In this section, the total cost of the upgraded physical fitness
requirements will be estimated, then these costs will be adjusted to an
incremental cost estimate to reflect the added cost over and above what
licensees are currently doing to comply with NRC's regulations.

To obtain the to'tal cost for the physical fitness training program per
facility, the club nembership costs are combined with the labor costs.

Table 3 shows that the annual cost would be about $1.1 million and the
estimated lifetime cost, assuming a 30 year period with a 5 percent discount

'rate, is approximately $17.1 million.
In order to assess the incremental costs of this rule, the costs

summarized in Table 3 must be adjusted to reflect the fact that licensees are
currently required to annually demonstrate that security force personnel are
physically capable to perform their assigned duties. Although some form of
physical fitness training would appear to be needed to pass this demonstration
neither licensee had included an extensive fitness training program in their
Fixed Site Physical Protection Plan. The annual demonstrations require one
hour of each guaro's time per year and one hour of time for the administrator
of the test. Thus, these labor costs are estimated to be a total of 440 hours
(110 guards per licensee x 0 hours per guard x 2 licensees) for the industry
or $8756 per year. Therefore, the annual incrNental cost of this rule will
be $1,103,894 ($1,112,650 - $8756).

Some indirect benefits which could be derived by the licensees are a
healthier, more physically fit guard force, which results in potentially fewer
on-the-job injuries, decreased sick leave, and health insurance claims.

4.1.2 Day Firina Oualifications

The proposed amendments would require that security force personnel
qualify and requalify annually using updated day firing qualification criteria
for all assigned weapons. The affected Category I licensees are currently
required to qualify and annually requalify security force personnel using a
national police course (for handguns) and an NRA course (for semi-automatic
rifles) or an equivalent nationally recognized course. Although the proposed

7
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day firing criteia are more stringent than those which currently are specified
in the regulations, each individual TRT member, armed response person, and
guard is currently qualifying using both the night firing criteria of Part 73,
and day firing criteria contained in the licensee's Weapons Qualification Plan
that are very similar to the criteria being proposed. Based on this fact and

the results of quarterly physical protection inspections of Tactical Response
Teams for all assigne'd weapons, the staff believes that these individuals
readily should be able to qualify using the proposed day firing criteria.
Hence, the staff believes that these day firing criteria add no new burden.

4.2 Imoacts on NRC

The NRC staff estimates that it will spend approximately $4020 in travel

expenses as a result of this proposed rule. This is based upon the assumption
of a two-day three-person trip to each facility, costing about $500 per
person, and a total of twelve days per diem at a rate of $85 per day. To
determine the staff labor cost, it was assumed that another five days would be

required to approve the revised security plans containing the measures
licensees commit to taking in order to comply with the additional requirements
of the rule, in addition to the twelve days assumed for travel. Thus, staff

labor costs for 136 hours (17 days) at $41 per hour would be $5576. In

addition, contractual support to develop guidance for the proposed rule will
be $300,000. Therefore, total implementation cost to NRC will be
approximately $310,000 and 136 hours of staff time.

4.3 Imoacts on Others

The impact on the public is the benefit of increased assurance that ;

security force personnel are capable to perform their duties under conditions
of strenuous tactical engagement.

i
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TABLE 1

PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING COSTS

LABOR COST ESTIMATES

Based on:

1. Three 1-hour training sessions per week and 40 minutes of commuting time

per session.
2. Fully loaded labor cost assumed to be twice the basic pay rate.
3. One hundred and ten guards per plant.

ANNUAL LABOR COSTS

$627,000Plant A: SHrs/wk X 50 Wks/yr X 110 Guards X $22.80/hr -

$467,500Plant B: 5 Hrs /wk X 50 Wks/yr X 110 Guards X $17.00/hr -

$1,094,500Total -

TOTAL LABOR COSTS

(Assuming 30 year life cycle costing at a 5% real discount rate)*

$9,655,800Plant A:' 15.4 X $627,000 -

$7,199,500Plant B: 15.4 X $467,500 -

$16,855,300Total -

.

.

'NUREG/CR-3568, PNL-4646, Table C.2, pg. C.5
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TABLE 2

PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING COSTS

CLUB MEMBERSHIP COST ESTIMATES

Based on:

1. YMCA group membe'rship rates in towns near the licensee facilities.

ANNUAL CLUB MEMBERSHIP COSTS

$12,650Plant A: $115.00 X 110 Guard force members -

$5,500Plant B: $50.00 X 110 Guard force members -

$18,150Total -

TOTAL CLUB MEMBERSHIP COSTS

(Assuming 30 year life cycle costing at a 5% real discount rate)'

$194,810Plant A: 15.4 X $12,650 -

$84,700Plant B: 15.4 X $5,500 -

$279,510Total -

.

' Ibid.
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1

TABLE 3

COMBINED PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING COSTS -

' ANNUAL COST ESTIMATES

,

Plant A: $627,000 + $12,650 = $639,650 ,

"
' -

$473,000Plant.B: $467,500.+ $5,500 -
,

$1.112.650Total : =

TOTAL COSTS

(Assuming 30 year life cycle costing at'a 5% real discount rate)*

Plant A: $9,655,800 + $194,810 - $9,850,610
Plant B: $7,199,500 + $84,700 = $7,284,200

Total - $17.134.810
,

1

:

!

' Ibid.
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5. DECISION RATIONALE

While Option I would result in no incremental cost, it has been rejected
because it will not accomplish NRC's objective of assuring that a security
force is in place which has the capability to perform its assigned tasks under
conditions of strenuous tactical engagement. Option 2 and Option 3 have no
difference in cost. 'Should Option 2 be pursued, the performance criteria and
the annual performance testing would be imposed through a regulatory guife or
order. Current physical fitness testing and training requirements for armed
security force personnel are codified in 10 CFR Part 73. The amendments
proposed in this rule provide specific physical fitness performance testing
criteria to be met to ensure that armed' response personnel will be able to
perform their response duties under conditions of strenuous tactical
engagements. Therefore, modifications to the codified requirements of Part 73
should be imposed through formal rulemaking. Moreover, proceeding to impose
performance testing criteria by rulemaking will assure that all the
appropriate issues are raised prior to imposition of the criteria. Therefore,
Option 3 is preferred because the formal rulemaking preaess ensures public
notification and provides an opportunity for public comment on the proposed

requirements.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

Within 90 days after the effective date of the final rule, each licensee
will be required to submit a revised Fixed Site Physical Protection Plan
describing how the licensee will comply with the new requirements. Revised

plans must be mailed to the Director, Division of Safeguards and
Transportation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.
Within 180 days after Commission approval, each licensee will implement the
revised security plans.

12
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NRC PROPOSES ADDITIONAL SAFEGUARDS REQUIREMENTS
FOR FUEL FACILITIES POSSESSING FORMULA

QUANTITIES OF STRATEGIC SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is considering amending its
regulations for certain nuclear fuel facilities to ensure that the facilities'.

security guards can ad'equately perform their duties. The revisions would
require the guards to participate in a continuing physical fitness program,
pass an annual performance test, and qualify for daytime weapons firing
according to new criteria.

The physical fitness program would have to be approved by the NRC and
would include aerobic exercises such as running and bicycling, as well as
exercises that develop strength, flexibility, and endurance in the major
muscle groups. Guards, armed response personnel, and tactical response team
members (the primary response team for security protection for each shift)
would be evaluated once every four months to determine the effectiveness of
the fitness training program.

To demonstrate physical fitness, guards, armed response personnel, and
tactical response team members would be required to run certain distances
within specified times. For tactical response team members, the criteria
would be a one-mile run in 8 minutes and 30 seconds or less and a 40 yard dash
starting from a prone position in 8.0 seconds or less. For response guards
and armed response personnel who are not members of the tactical response
team, the criteria would be a one-half mile run in 4 minutes and 40 seconds or
less and a 40-yard dash starting from a prone position in 8.5-seconds or less.
Each individual would have to requalify once every 12 months.

The requirements for daytime weapons firing qualification would be
updated and made similar to requirements for night firing issued in November
1988.

Interested persons are invited to submit written comments on the
proposed changes by [ Insert a date after the proposed rule is approved for
pubitcation]. They should be addressed to the Secretary of the Commission,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, Attention: Docketing and
Service Branch.
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